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1 BLACK SCREEN 1

Psalm 23:1, "The Lord is my shepherd. He gives me

everything I need."

2 INT. BEDROOM - DAWN 2

Our handsome hero Vicar Robert sleeps alone in the dawn

light. He’s in his mid 30’s with luscious, long, dark

hair.

In a gentle, fey dream she drifts in. A tanned, joyful,

loving, wide-eyed and beautiful visitor. Her drowned wet,

blond hair - naked shoulders and sensual full lips. His

dark eyes open softly with a welcome gaze and the most

tender, loving kiss to the side of the lips. Their eyes

rest to close.

A faint alarm sounds. She ghosts back. The alarm is

louder. His eyes open suddenly with fear and dashed hope.

As he turns off the alarm, he’s alone again. The room is

bleak. He runs his hands through his hair and groans. He

rolls to the side, pulls a pillow over his head and

contemplates another day without her.

3 INT. BATHROOM - MORNING 3

He looks at himself in the mirror. He’s a catch. But he’s

tired and sad.

We hear the amplified sounds of a toothbrush from an empty

glass, the tap turning, the water running into the hollow

basin.

Hands pressing against the wall above his head in the

shower, water rains down over his bowed head and body. He

is still.

4 INT. HOUSE - MORNING 4

In a towel - with his hair loose - he waters his house

plants lovingly. With a small cloth he dusts the leaves

carefully.

VICAR ROBERT

Janice... Maud...

Pauline...Beryl...Looking

beautiful. As always.

He clambers around his washing rail in the hall and pulls

a black, short-sleeved shirt off the banister. He sniffs

the armpit. It’ll pass.

In the kitchen and his black trousers, he irons his black

shirt. The iron’s cable gets in his way. The doorbell

rings.

(CONTINUED)
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VICAR ROBERT

Oh shitty bastard fuck pants.

He swiftly disposes of the evidence of last nights

take-away. He throws on the shirt. He ties back his hair.

He puts on glasses. He slips in his dog collar - et voila.

A vicar!

He opens the door to a cutesy, frumpy woman with a bowl

containing two Weetabix.

GILLIAN

Morning, Robert.

She kisses him on the cheek and slips through the open

door. She opens the fridge and grabs some milk - the only

thing in the fridge. She sits at the table with her bowl.

VICAR ROBERT

I’d check that.

She sniffs the bottle. It seems ok and she pours.

GILLIAN

What have you had for breakfast?

VICAR ROBERT

Well, I was about to prepare

myself some eggs-benedict with a

home-made fresh olive and dill

hollandaise on rye but I realise

I’m just out of chardonnay

vinegar.

GILLIAN

Eat these.

VICAR ROBERT

Oh no, no, no.

She thrusts him the bowl and marches past to the cupboard.

GILLIAN

...Robert, you’ll never be ready

for the girl of your dreams on a

breakfast of whisky and Pop

Tarts. Come on.

He shrugs with the bowl.

5 EXT. COUNTRY ROAD - MORNING 5

A sign reads, ’You are now in Netherton Village’. There’s

the sound of a car coming. A grey Fiat Multipla passes.
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6 EXT. CHURCH CAR PARK - DAY 6

A notice board at the entrance reads, ’Netherton St.

Chad’s Church’. A bright sign on it reads,’open your heart

to the lord’

Three kids are playing football against a wall in the

otherwise empty church car park. They’re having fun and

dealing high fives. It’s a scene of pure childhood play

and joy in colourful new club shirts. The grey Fiat

Multipla pulls in slowly to park. A rear window sticker

reads, ’More Jesus, Less Drama’.

Vicar Robert looks at a mobile phone in the car. No

messages. He collects a bible from the passenger seat.

Below the bible is a dorky-looking church magazine

entitled, ’Lighthouse’ with the feature headline, ’The

Lord’s Path’.

Vicar Robert’s sensible, black, leather shoes step out of

the car. The bible is in his left hand. The ball bounces

to him. He catches it with his right.

VICAR ROBERT

Children. Can I ask you to play

elsewhere? We have a funeral

today.

The boys stop. Fun time has ended. Silence. The THREE KIDS

look at each other. A standoff!

BLONDE KID

Get a life.

Vicar Robert frowns.

FRECKLY KID

Yeah, bible basher.

Vicar Robert’s hand taps his bible. The FAT UGLY KID’s

head sweats.

FAT UGLY KID

Get a bird.

VICAR ROBERT twists the rosary beads between his fingers.

The FAT UGLY KID’s hand moves slowly - preparing to draw.

VICAR ROBERT twists his rosary steadily and more

intensely.

FAT UGLY KID

(quick-draws his middle

finger in front of his face.

eyes narrow)

Virgin!

The THREE KIDS are one-up. The emphasis is on VICAR ROBERT

to make the next move. Does he have the stomach for it?

(CONTINUED)
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His eyes become steel.FAT UGLY KID raises an eyebrow. A

moment of seeming hesitation. before...

VICAR ROBERT absolutely launches the football with his

right foot high over the trees into the field beyond. The

THREE KIDS are dumbstruck.

VICAR ROBERT laughs to himself. Then laugh some more. His

giggle becomes a bit manic before...

We’re back to real life and VICAR ROBERT is still holding

the ball.

BLONDE KID

Get a life.

FRECKLY KID

Yeah, bible basher.

FAT UGLY KID

Get a bird.

Fat Ugly Kid extends his middle finger in front of his

face and his eyes narrow.

Virgin!

VICAR ROBERT passes the ball back to the three kids. He

sighs and walks - shellshocked and with restraint into the

church, muttering...

VICAR ROBERT

Forgive them, Heavenly Father.

7 EXT. THE SHIP VS THE NAGS HEAD - DAY 7

’Last Sunday’

It’s a heated affair. The Ship’s kit is black and white

stripes and it’s stained and old. Some of the shirts are

ripped and many players are wearing their own shorts and

socks in all manner of sizes and colours. The Nag’s Head

are a bunch of proper chavs in a spankingly gross,

electric green kit sponsored by DF Value Meats. They all

have neon boots and ASBOs.

The ref awards a goal-kick to The Ship. The Nag’s Head

players are all up in the ref’s face, claiming a corner.

On The Ship sideline we have all the usual suspects.

Manager Ronny. Four subs: Razz - a young Asian student

with glassy eyes from the night before. Scouser - a

rum-looking strawberry blond veteran IT worker with

knackered knees. Deano and Footdust - under-nourished,

grey from weed, cold and using each other to shelter their

fags. The super-fans are there too: Cider-Tramp with his

two alsatians, Mongo and three WAGs - Jenny, Nadine and

Nicole.

(CONTINUED)
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Ronny, in his black and white scarf, is pacing up and down

the line with the liner’s flag and a Pop Tart in the same

hand.

JENNY

Come on, The Ship!

RONNY

Ref? (shouting through Pop Tart)

Ronny steps in a divet and nearly stumbles before he

recovers and signals his wrist to the referee.

Time?

SCOUSER

You can’t live off fuckin Pop

Tarts, Ronny.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(to the opposition manager)

The ref doesn’t deserve this, ey,

Dougie?

Dougie is a big, robust fella in a black promo jacket with

electric green flashes and the initials DF. He has the

look of an ambitious manager. A note-pad and cap.

DOUGIE

Piss off you ginger shit.

Barry, The Ship’s tubby, bald, goalkeeper has hurt his

foot and so Ulf, the big, hairy, Viking centre-back is

about to take the goal-kick.

NAG’S HEAD FAN

(to Ulf)

Who cut your hair, big lad?

Council?

Laughter and jeering erupts from the Nag’s Head line. It’s

a tea-party for rogues and molls.

DOUGIE

(to RAZOR - a big, skinhead,

thug sub)

Get fuckin’ warmed up.

Neil, (nudges his

wooled-hat-wearing, lanky

assistant) help Razor get warm.

NEIL

Yes, Dougie.

As Ulf takes the goal-kick, the referee blows his whistle

for half-time and the players start moving towards their

respective sidelines.

(CONTINUED)
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WAYNE

(ranting)

What the fuck was that, lads?

Ronny’s slightly on the pitch and patting players on the

back as they come off. A slight, pale, unlikely player

with glasses jitters over with uncertainty.

RONNY

Head up, Milky, come and get a

drink, lad.

MILKY

It’s Milton.

RONNY

You’re doing great.

Chris, keep ’em goin’.

Wayne, cheer up!

Come on lad’s. Get a drink and

get in.

Barry is limping.

RONNY

How’s that foot?

BARRY

(Scottish accent)

Aye, I can play ooon. Got any

spree?

Barry performs the universal hand-action for spray.

SCOUSER

Here you go, laa!

(tosses can of spray)

8 INT. CHURCH - DAY 8

Curate Ralph is shadowing Margaret, patiently and

courteously, as she shows him how to lay the orders of

ceremony onto the pews. The sound of the large wooden

doors opening echoes loudly through the empty church and

Vicar Robert scurries apologetically inside and makes his

way up the aisle with the bible in his hand.

VICAR ROBERT

(whispers)

Morning!

RALPH

Good morning, Vicar Robert.

Notably, there’s no immediate response from Margaret.

(CONTINUED)
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Vicar Robert genuflects and makes his way across the altar

to the tabernacle, which he unlocks. Margaret’s voice

stops him in his tracks...

MARGARET

I have fully briefed, Ralph,

regarding todays... funeral!

VICAR ROBERT

(restrained, takes breath)

Thank you, Margaret.

MARGARET

Even our curate was here at eight

o’clock.

VICAR ROBERT

(turning)

That’s very good, indeed. Well

done, Margaret. Ralph.

MARGARET

(to Ralph)

Vicar Armstrong was always here

for eight o’clock.

Vicar Robert refrains from responding. He fidgets with his

rosary between his fingers before starting to bless the

bread and wine that he has removed from the tabernacle.

Margaret continues busy-bodying around with Ralph in tow.

MARGARET

(to Ralph)

And Vicar Armstrong would never

have considered a funeral

ceremony from anyone un-connected

to the parish.

Ralph eventually follows Margaret from the church through

a side door. As they leave, vicar Robert breaths a sigh of

relief.

A moment passes before vicar Robert moves from the altar,

genuflects and moves towards another side door of the

church. As he attempts to pass through, Margaret is at

the other side. There is a very awkward moment of to-ing

and fro-ing before vicar Robert lets Margaret through

first.

9 EXT. THE SHIP VS THE NAGS HEAD - DAY 9

ROLEX is flashing his pink boots to the WAGs. WAYNE is

finishing Deano and Footdust’s fag. They are in awe of

him. The rest of the boys are ready for the team-talk.

Sweaty and red-faced.

(CONTINUED)
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RONNY

Gather round, then.

The last lads form a semi-circle around Ronny. There is

some residual chatter.

Stop talking. All o’ ya. You all

hate The Nag’s Head, I’m sure.

The team all nod and agree.

I certainly hate The Nag’s Head.

The team all nod and agree.

In fact, there isn’t a soul alive

outside of them green kits that

has a passing fondness for The

fucking Nag’s Head.

This also appears to meet with the approval of the team.

Now, can we all do everyone a

favour and beat these bastards?

There are a few sniggers from the team.

WAYNE looks across to other side-line.

DOUGIE’s delivering The Nag’s team talk with a sly eye. He

clocks Wayne looking and grins. WAYNE shrugs.

RONNY

Back four: Al, Chris, Ulf and

Milky.

MILKY

...It’s, Milton.

RONNY

Of course.(he’s genuine) I need

to break that habit. Sorry lad.

(eye contact to Milky)

MILKY’s grateful.

...As I was sayin’, back four,

Barry has hurt his foot so be

aware for the next ten. Other,

wise, just stay alert and talk! I

wanna hear you all. Defence. Got

that?

AL, CHRIS, ULF AND MILKY TOGETHER

Yes, Ronny.

RONNY

Good. And there’s nothing you

could have done about their goal.

It was lucky. Midfield: Rolex,

Robbo, Hallsy, Ozzy...

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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RONNY (cont’d)
Rolex, don’t stand and admire

your passes. We’re not shooting a

Nike commercial.

ROLEX winks and seems impressed with this appraisal.

Robbo, great workrate, keep

getting stuck in and keep laying

off for Hallsy. Hallsy, holiday’s

over now. Come on, we know what

you can do.

ROBBO (sleeves rolled up) and HALLSY (tan) both nod.

Ozzy, no more handbags with their

full back.

OZZY

He called me a dirty Isis, Paki,

Ronny.

KARL

I’ve had racial abuse off Lerch

too, Ronny.

RONNY

I’m sorry about Jaws (refers to

Frankenstein’s Monster-like Nag’s

Head, big dufus defender) That

really upsets me. You know it

does, lads.

Ronny moves his hand to his chest and takes a breath. As

if in some pain.

MILKY

Are you alright, Ronny?

RONNY

Iye. Iye. (moves hand down and

rubs). Indigestion. We’ll put a

proper report in to the league

after the game. How have you both

left it, like?

KARL

I’m just ignoring him. Poor lad’s

only half a brain.

OZZY

I informed our friend,Braincell,

that ISIS were predominantly

Syrian and Iraqi but that I have

personally founded a beheading

group on Facebook called ISIS

Pakis of Netherton, which he is

more than welcome to join.

Laughs on team

(CONTINUED)
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CAPTAIN CHRIS

You shouldn’t have to put up with

that at all guys. That’s

terrible.

RONNY

Chris is right. But don’t

respond. That’s what they want.

Dirty Dougie Ferguson is always

trying to cause someone,

somewhere, some pain.

RAZZ

Like his punters in the sex

dungeon.

The entire team has a giggle.

On the other side of the pitch, Dirty DOUGIE Ferguson is

ballistic - hair-dryering The Nag’s players.

JENNY

Apparently, Debbie Naysmith’s

uncle got caught on a rack in

there in a police raid.

NADINE

Blimey.

RONNY

Focus. If we get wound up, we

play their game and we lose.

Midfield. Ok?

ROLEX, ROBBO, HALLSY AND OZZY TOGETHER

Yes, Ronny.

RONNY

Up top, Karl and Wayne. Karl,

good work-rate. Stay close to

Wayne and keep looking’ for those

flicks. It’ll come.

KARL

Sometimes, we are just getting

sucked in a little deep. We need

to stretch them further up the

pitch.

RONNY

You’re right.

WAYNE

There’s no fuckin’ service that’s

what it is. It’s like I’m up

front on my own. That guy has got

Ozzy in his pocket and Rolex

isn’t getting forward.

(CONTINUED)
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Ozzy and Rolex look vexed.

RONNY

Alright alright, Wayne. Calm

down. We’re a team.

WAYNE

Yeah and we’re fuckin’ losing.

HALLSY

We’re working’ on it Wayne, their

goal was unlucky.

WAYNE

I’m sorry, that was Milky’s fault

for committing on their winger.

MILKY is hurt by the comment.

RONNY

Wayne!

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Anyone could have done that,

Wayne, come on. Listen to Ronny.

RONNY

Wayne. We need you with yer ’ead

on the game. Rolex is gonna push

and I reckon they’ll run outa

steam in this secon’alf. Karl,

Wayne, got that?

KARL AND WAYNE

Yes, Ronny.

RONNY

Now, we’re 1-0 down. And none of

us want to lose to the fuckin’

Nag’s Head.We hate the fuckin’

Nag’s Head. Don’t we?

A DIALOGUE MATCH CUT HERE WHICH COMMENCES A SERIES OF

MATCH CUTS BETWEEN RONNY AND VICAR ROBERT

10 INT. CHURCH - DAY 10

VICAR ROBERT

Yes, eternal God (dull). We pray

for ourselves and the deceased

here, today.

Vicar Robert is at the lectern in full regalia delivering

a funeral. Ralph is to the right all attentive and Godly.
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11 EXT. THE SHIP VS THE NAGS HEAD - DAY 11

Ronny is on the sideline. Scouser is to the right all

attentive and un-Godly.

VICAR ROBERT (VO)

We stand, where life is brought

to death.

RONNY

(to Scouser)

You’ll be the death of me, you

lads.

12 INT. CHURCH - DAY 12

VICAR ROBERT

Deliver us from grief, fear and

doubt. From despair and unbelief.

13 EXT. THE SHIP VS THE NAGS HEAD - DAY 13

RONNY

(shouting) Deliver us something

here, Wayne! (to Scouser) I

despair with that lad.

SCOUSER

I can believe it!

Both teams ready for the second half. The Ship to kick

off. Karl and Wayne are at the centre spot.

The whistle blows to start the second half. Karl touches

to Wayne and Wayne passes to Rolex but the balls goes

under his foot.

14 INT. CHURCH - DAY 14

VICAR ROBERT

And bring us to the light of your

presence.

Gestures with open arms.

15 EXT. THE SHIP VS THE NAGS HEAD - DAY 15

RONNY gestures with open arms.

RONNY

You have got to be kidding me!

(animated and loud)

Wake up.

(hand to chest. pain)

The ball has rolled short of MILKY. RAZOR eyes the

opportunity to bust him up. There is a horrific,

fifty-fifty challenge beckoning.

(CONTINUED)
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DOUGIE

Hit him hard, Razor!

The sound of Nag’s anger grows from the sidelines.

VICAR ROBERT (VO)

Grant us that peace which the

world cannot give.

Ronny holds his chest in severe pain but no-one is

looking. Everyone on The Ship sideline is concerned with

the imminent train-crash between little Milky and

skinhead, Razor. They don’t see Ronny buckling.

VICAR ROBERT (VO)

So that we, with the deceased,

may trust in you...

MILKY’s about to go into a full-on cruncher with RAZOR in

slow-motion.

VICAR ROBERT (VO)

...and find our life through you.

SLO-MOTION MONTAGE:

Players and fans scrunch their faces and brace themselves

for the impending horror-tackle NOBODY wants to watch...

CUT TO BLACK

Just the sound of the collision.

A beat.

SCOUSER runs across the pitch from the sideline with the

bucket and medical bag.

A scuffle ensues between players.

NEIL’s on the pitch, f’ing and blinding aggressively.

DOUGIE grins to Razor.

RONNY - away from the madding crowd - falls to the floor.

There’s a crowd surrounding MILKY.

SCOUSER

Give me some room.

MILKY’s unconscious. Scouser pats his face wit a wet

sponge.

VICAR ROBERT (VO)

Lord, you renew the face of the

Earth.

(CONTINUED)
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SCOUSER

Milky. Come on lad. Don’t be

dead.

MILKY’s eyes start to open.

From MILKY’s eye view it’s hazy. Sideways. The sound is

distorted. Eyes opening. Clarity starts to come back. He

sees something through the legs of the fussing gimps

surrounding him. At the other side of the pitch - on the

sidelines. Ronny is collapsed. Oh no...

MILKY

Ronnnnnnnyyyyyyyyyy!!!!!!

16 INT. CHURCH - DAY 16

RONNY is dead in the coffin in his black and white Ship

scarf.

VICAR ROBERT

Gather to yourself, Ronald Henry

Gabriel Jones,...

RAZZ

(in a slim

fahion-tie,quizzical to

Robbo)

Gabriel?

Robbo shakes his head.

MARGARET

(stern, horrified,

judgemental)

ssshhhhh......

VICAR ROBERT (VO)

...whom we have loved, ...

LINDA (Ronny’s wife) is sobbing into a handkerchief

comforted by her friend, Beryl.

VICAR ROBERT

...and grant him those things,

which eye has not seen,...

People are grieving - left right and centre.

VICAR ROBERT

...nor ear heard, nor the human

heart imagined. Great

Father-Mother God, watch over us

this day, and all days.

Give us the strength to accept

what is past, to appreciate what

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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VICAR ROBERT (cont’d)
is present and to look forward to

good in our future. (strikes a

chord for himself, composes and

continues) Grant us peace: sacred

moments with the universe- and

faith, in whatever most expresses

our deepest inner truth.

Amen.

(short pause)

Chris, a member of Ronald’s

football team, The Ship of

Netherton, will now share a few

thoughts on Ronald’s life.

CHRIS makes his way to the lectern at the other side of

the altar. He is devastated.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Last Sunday Ronny died. Ronny was

like a father to me. As he was to

all the lads on the team. Ronny

fell at the side of the pitch and

he was taken to St Jimmy’s. We

didn’t know that he was going to

die and the ref played the rest

of the game. We ended up losing

3-0 to the (coughs)fuckin’ Nag’s

Head!

MARGARET is incensed that chris has sworn and eyes vicar

robert.

VICAR ROBERT coughs.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

And if there is one team that

Ronny hated, it was the fuckin’

Nag’s Head.

(sobs)

Linda and the players nod and sob in sad agreement.

So it looks like we’ve already

had it for the league. Sorry

Ronny. Sorry Linda.

(acknowledges Linda)

LINDA

(mouths through the sobbing)

It’s ok.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

But the big one for Ronny has

always been The Netherton and

Boundaries Cup. Ronny has always

wanted to win that. Always. And I

(MORE)
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CAPTAIN CHRIS (cont’d)
promise to do everything I can to

win that cup for you this year,

Ronny.

Players nod.

I’ve got some posters here. I’d

like to hand them out after the

ceremony if that’s ok?

CHRIS shows the poster, FOOTBALL MANAGER WANTED, THE SHIP

FC OF NETHERTON CALL CHRIS ON: 07917 228234

I remember the time when Ronny

came back from an away game vs

Belderdale Miners. He has this

van. It’s called the Love Shack

and...

(looks up)

The entire team are making cutting-neck gestures to warn

him to stop. He hesitates.

MARGARET is once-more disapproving.

VICAR ROBERT

Thank you, Chris. We have been

remembering with love and

gratitude a life that has touched

many. Now, I believe we have some

bearers?

A group of six bandits forms by the coffin: giant, hairy,

viking Ulf, bald-Graham , Barry, broken-Captain, Chris,

black-eyed Milky, intelligent-terrorist Ozzy and Karl.

Linda tells me that Ronny has

been a life-long fan of karaoke.

As the coffin is carried from the

church by loved ones. We will

play a song that has been

requested by Linda, as one of

Ronny’s favourites.

Cue **R.Kelly, I Believe I Can Fly**

The funeral directors make their way to the front of the

church and guide the boys towards lifting the coffin. It’s

made awkward by the size differences between Ulf and

Milky. Barry is still limping with his bad foot. The

congregation is weeping. Margaret is making a fuss towards

the front of the church. As the boys move down the isle

there is a revelation towards the back of the church. A

beautiful, tall, strong, god and goddess, power-couple

with glowing eyes and skin. They’re shining like beacons

of humanity. A different breed.

(CONTINUED)
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BARRY

(to Captain Chris over his

shoulder)

Is that Denny Pilchards?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(stunned)

Yeah....Yeah it is.

As the funeral procession passes through the church, Vicar

Robert obviously knows Denny from somewhere and their eyes

meet. He seems taken aback. There are more nudgings and

fuss as people start to notice Denny.

JENNY

(to Nadine and Rolex)

It’s Denny Pilchards.

ROLEX.

Absolute class.

RAZZ

(to Robbo, Hallsy and

Hallsy’s wife)

Look lads, it’s Denny Pilchards.

ROBBO.

Bloody hell!

SCOUSER

Honestly, Denny?

17 EXT. CHURCH STEPS - DAY 17

Vicar Robert is greeting people and shaking hands outside

the church. Footdust, Deano and Wayne are having a fag.

Callie, a beautiful blond, is talking to the amazing

power-couple,Denny and Lunar. Callie looks a little eager

to be seen by Vicar Robert as she waits to be greeted.

HALLSY

Thank you, Vicar.

SCOUSER

Cheers, mate.

VICAR ROBERT

Thank you, my son.

LINDA

Thank you, Vicar Robert. We’ll

see you at The Ship for the wake.

VICAR ROBERT

Thank you, Linda. But I’m afraid

that I have things to attend to

here.

(CONTINUED)
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Denny steps forward and extends his hand

DENNY PILCHARDS

I’m sure that you can manage just

one drink for an old friend,

Bobby?

LINDA

(to Denny)

Oh it’s bloody ’Bobby’ to you is

it? It’s, ’Vicar Robert’ to

everyone else. And aren’t you a

strapping lad?

DENNY PILCHARDS

Denny Pilchards. Linda, it’s

wonderful to meet you. Ronny used

to coach me when I was a very

young, boy. A wonderfully caring

man and a key character on my

path. Meet my wife, Lunar.

LUNAR

Hello Mrs Jones. I’m very sorry

for your loss.

LINDA

So pretty. Are you a model?

Bloody gorgeous.

LUNAR

I am, yes.

LINDA

I’m not surprised. Bloody hell,

it’s all happening here. Although

he’s not too bad is he?

LUNAR

He’s wonderful.

LINDA

Get a room. Hey, don’t I know

that name? Denny Pilchards? I

mean, you look bloody famous.

VICAR ROBERT

Denny and I used to play football

together Mrs Jones. Denny went

off to play for Northford Rovers.

RAZZ

(interjects)

And England. I think Ronny is

very happy today, Mrs Jones.

(CONTINUED)
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LINDA

Oh yes, I’m sure it’s bloody you

on the adverts on Saturday night

after Strictly.

RAZZ

That’s him Mrs Jones. Are you

coming to the wake at The Ship,

Mr Pilchards?

DENNY PILCHARDS

I’ll be there.

CALLIE

(squeezing through)

I’ll be there too, Bobby!

(touches Bobby’s hand). You must

come. (winks)Please!

Callie moving through in her sassy dress causes quite a

stir with Linda and the football lads.

LUNAR

See you there, Callie (smiles and

waves).

DENNY PILCHARDS

Bobby, Callie obviously wants to

see you too. Socialise. You have

to give to receive.

There is a knowing glow in Denny’s eyes.

VICAR ROBERT

Denny, you have to give certain

things up to wear the collar.

LINDA

Don’t be bloody like that, have a

drink.

DENNY PILCHARDS

We miss you, Bobby. Rules are

there to serve your life. Life

does not serve your rules.

18 INT. THE SHIP - NIGHT 18

A sign on the door of The Ship pub reads, ’Closed for a

private function’. A terrible rendition of Never Walk

Alone on karaoke can be heard from inside. It’s Scouser.

Thankfully it’s ending.

SCOUSER

Youuu’lllll nee-veeee-eerr

waaaaaaaaaallkkkk

aaaaaaaaaaa-looooooneeeeee.

(CONTINUED)
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There are a few claps.

DJ MICKEY BUBBLES

Thank you, Scouser. Next up it’s

Ozzy with Return To Innocence by

E-Nig-Maaaa

Vicar Robert enters looking sheepish. Callie notices him

coming in from the corner of the pub where she’s trapped

in by a couple of lechers. Linda has had a few drinks and

she speaks loudly.

LINDA

Look, Beryl, it’s the bloody hot

vicar.

(grabs tray of sandwiches)

Would you like a sausage roll,

Vicar Robert?

VICAR ROBERT

I’ll pass, but thank you.

LINDA

I hope you like karaoke. It was

always Ronny’s favourite. Will

you sing with me?

VICAR ROBERT

Oh, I don’t think so.

LANDLORD JIM

Drink, Vicar?

VICAR ROBERT

Oh, not for me thank you.

LANDLORD JIM

There’s a kitty. It’s on the

house.

VICAR ROBERT

No, no. Thank you. I’m looking

for a friend.

LINDA

Denny’s through there with the

lads, Vicar.

VICAR ROBERT

Oh. Thank you.

(moves through)

As Vicar Robert moves through, Linda sits back with Beryl.

LINDA

He needs a bit of warming up,

that one.

(CONTINUED)
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In the other room, Denny and Lunar are surrounded by The

Ship players and WAGs. Denny is autographing some items as

Vicar Robert walks in.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Ayeeeee, here is is. Gentleman,

let me introduce you to the

greatest young footballer to have

ever set foot in Netherton.

VICAR ROBERT

Aww, don’t.

LUNAR

Denny tells me you were quite the

star, Bobby.

RAZZ

What happened, Bobby?

DENNY PILCHARDS

In our last season playing

together, Bobby scored 39 goals

to my 16. Captain. Leader. He had

everything. Headers.

(Denny completes all the

actions to everyones

delight)

Chips. Volleys. Free kicks. The

lot. Great times, ey, my friend.

VICAR ROBERT

Yeah, ok.

Vicar Robert is awkward. He Rolls his rosary and nudges

his glasses

DENNY PILCHARDS

If you guys are looking for a new

manager, you should look no

further. Here’s your man.

In response to this suggestion there is much gesturing and

banter amongst the lads. Vicar Robert’s awkwardness grows.

Denny leans in closer.

Where has my old friend, gone?

VICAR ROBERT

Look, can we go outside?

OUTSIDE THE PUB

DENNY PILCHARDS

What’s up, Bobby? I haven’t seen

you for two years now. You’ve

disappeared. Where is my old

friend?

(CONTINUED)
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VICAR ROBERT

I’m a man of the cloth now. There

are ways to behave.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Look, I know you. I know, Bobby.

Where’s your sense of fun? That

ceremony today wasn’t exactly

riveting.

VICAR ROBERT

It was a funeral.

DENNY PILCHARDS

It looked like you were dead.

Look, I know passionate Bobby.

Spirited Bobby. You need to snap

out of this.

Vicar Bobby hesitates

You can’t hide forever.

Vicar Bobby looks down and breaths in.

...That was ten years ago.

VICAR ROBERT

Twelve.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Come here. (hugs Vicar Robert).

Look,I’ve been speaking to Callie

and we all know she’s always had

a thing for you.

VICAR ROBERT

She’s a pest.

DENNY PILCHARDS

She’s a stunner. You’d be great

together.

Vicar Robert has a little realisation.

And you need to let someone in.

Let anything in. You’ve lost your

zest. You’ve lost your joy.

VICAR ROBERT

It’s hard.

DENNY PILCHARDS

I know it is. But that key,

Bobby, it’s always in your

pocket.

Door opens

(CONTINUED)
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BAR LADY

Vicar?

VICAR ROBERT

Yes?

BAR LADY

You’re up.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Great timing. It’s your moment.

Vicar Robert headbutts the porch.

VICAR ROBERT

eeeuuuurrgghhhhh!!!!

INSIDE

Linda is up on karaoke. Vicar Robert arrives - terrified.

LINDA

Come ooo-oon.

DJ MICKEY BUBBLES

Here he is. Ladies and gentleman,

Iiiit’s Linda and Vicar Robert

wiiiith The B52’s and Looooooveee

Shaaaaaaack.

Drum into starts

LINDA

(grabs Vicar Robert up,

thrust him a mike and

whispers)

You better try a bit harder than

you did in church today, Vicar.

This was Ronny’s favourite.

VICAR ROBERT

(timing late)

If you see a faded sign at the

side of the road that says

fifteen miles to the...

LINDA

Loooooovvvveeee shaaaackkkkk

The song continues. A wonderfully, horrific affair. Vicar

Robert has a peculiar interpretation of Fred Schneider’s

tone, his timing is dire and his awkwardness painful.

Linda attempts to make up for Vicar Roberts’ failings by

dancing flirtatiously and singing even louder but her

voice could clear Netherton zoo. As it’s Ronny’s favourite

an Linda’s up, a crowd has formed but their reaction is

gold. Callie stirs a glass seductively, eyeing Vicar

(CONTINUED)
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Robert. Denny is despondent. Lunar is covering her mouth

with her hand to hide her laugh. Beryl sings along. The

team are in stitches. Ronny would love this.

FADE TO BLACK...

19 INT. CHURCH HALL - DAY 19

Screen title: ’Next Sunday’

There’s an old black and white photo on the wall. Its’s

Margaret looking very serious with Vicar Armstrong and

Archdeacon Deakin at an anniversary of Netherton St.

Chads. Over the shot we hear Margaret talking in an

officious and cold manner.

MARGARET

...it was terribly disappointing

and certainly not what we expect

from Netherton St.Chads where we

have an enviable reputation for

the calibre of parishioners we

have attracted for ceremony,

across the deanery.

A blackboard says ’weekly committee meeting’. Under it is

a list:GRAVEYARD AND GROUNDS has been crossed out. So too

has ARRIVAL TIMES. Margaret crosses out RESPECTABILITY.

FUNDRAISING is the final point on the list. Margaret is

standing. Seated are: Vicar Robert, legs crossed, opposite

Margaret. Curate, Ralph sits next to Margaret, hands on

lap. Mr Otto the grounds-man is there in his cargo pants

and tool belt. Harold and Helen are two old, entrenched

volunteers of yesteryear.

MARGARET

I think, due in most part to

dwindling numbers since the

departure of Vicar Armstrong,

(eyes Vicar Robert)

our collections are down,

significantly.

Eyes look at each there around the room. This is news.

VICAR ROBERT

Oh, this is concerning. I am not

aware that numbers have been

down.

MARGARET

Well they are. I keep a tight

record as you know, (taps book

with pen). The numbers don’t lie.

Ralph raises his hand timidly.

yes, Ralph?
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RALPH

Margaret, Is it possible that

people are putting less in the

basket?

MARGARET

No, Ralph. If anything, people

are more frivolous these days.

It’s the first time in twenty

years that we’ve seen a decline

in numbers here and it’s very

worrying.

HAROLD

(raises hand) I-I-I-I (stutters)

f it would be of b-b-b-benefit to

the majority here in the

c-c-committee then I would be

very happy t-to count people in

to church as me and Helen hand

out h-h-h-hymn books? I used to

be an accountant, you know. I’m

sure H-H-H-Helen would help.

H-H-Helen?

HELEN

Ooooh yes, Harold. That’s a

wonderful idea.

HAROLD

I-I-I think we even have some

a-a-attendance records somewhere

of t-t-the latter years of Vicar

Armstrong’s incumbency. I could

dig them out.

MARGARET

I think what we need focus on

getting people through the door

and that unholy, rabble that were

here last Sunday, for example,

will have done nothing for our

reputation with our regular

parishioner. We’ll be losing

people left right and centre to

St Martins.

VICAR ROBERT

I feel that’s a little unfair.

MARGARET

We had a young man using the

F-Word on the altar (sign of the

cross). In forty years I am

reminded of nothing, NOTHING more

despicable than what came out of

that hooligan’s mouth.

(CONTINUED)
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Vicar Robert plays with his rosary. Harold and Helen and

Ralph look terrified. Ralph starts to raise his hand, but

then backs out after a stern look from Margaret

RALPH

..er...oh...

MARGARET

I have been asked to compile a

report for Archdeacon Hadley and

believe you me, there are quite a

few things that need to be

brought to his attention.

VICAR ROBERT

You have a report to write,

Margaret?

MARGARET

Yes. My annual report. And you

have a church to run, Vicar

Robert!

20 INT. THE SHIP - AFTERNOON 20

The pub is busy for Sunday afternoon footy on the tele.

There is a poster, ’FOOTBALL MANAGER WANTED’.... Landlord

Jim is pulling a pint.

LANDLORD JIM

(scrunching face) 5-1. Jesus!

Were you playing Northford

Rovers?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(disgruntled, muddy and soaked)

The Oddfellows.

LANDLORD JIM

You’ve still got the cup though,

ey. The one that Ronny always

wanted.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

We’ve drawn Ellerby Dynamoes in

the first round.

LANDLORD JIM

Ooh. Maybe next year, then!

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Mmm.

LANDLORD JIM

£3.40 please, Chris.
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CAPTAIN CHRIS

Cheers. Has anyone asked you

about the posters?

LANDLORD JIM

Nope. I keep asking about for ya.

The rest of the team pile in through the door soaked and

dejected.

LANDLORD JIM

Hey, you lot. Don’t be getting

shit all over my carpet in there.

21 INT. CHURCH HALL - DAY 21

MARGARET

Well if that’s everything then we

all have things that we should be

doing. I’ll be here at 8 in the

morning. (eyes Vicar Robert and

leaves)

There is a stunned silence for a moment. Vicar Rober is

rolling his rosary.

HELEN

Oooh. The last time Archdeacon

Hadley got involved here there

were big changes. I think we had

all better be on our best

behaviour.

Mr Otto leaves with a...

MR OTTO

Chin up everybody. See you

tomorrow.

There’s a pattering of goodbye’s as Mr Otto leaves.

RALPH

If it’s ok with you, Vicar, I

best be heading home to Julie.

She’ll be wondering where on

Earth I’ve got to.

VICAR ROBERT

Thank you for all of your help

this week, Ralph. (shakes hand)

Ralph exits and leaves a dejected looking Vicar Robert,

Harold and Helen sat on the chairs in the empty room. A

silence. Harold and Helen look like they are waiting for

something. After a moment...
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VICAR ROBERT

Harold? Helen?

HAROLD

Y-Yes, Vicar?

Helen is all ears.

VICAR ROBERT

You two start counting

attendances.

HAROLD

O-O-Oh. OK, Vicar. If you think

so.

VICAR ROBERT

Discreetly.

HAROLD

D-d-d-iscretion is my m-m-middle

name, Vicar.

VICAR ROBERT

And see if yo can dig out those

old records.

22 INT. THE SHIP - AFTERNOON 22

The lads all have a beer and are sat together having a

post-match download in the corner of the pub with the

footy on the big screen. Jenny, Nadine and Nicole sit in

another corner. Wayne’s Audi key is on the table.

RAZZ

Wayne, you always seem to be

driving something sick. Are you a

secret dealer?

DEANO

There’s nuffin secret about that

is there, Wayne? ha ha

WAYNE

Well, the leading goal-scorer has

got to have a nice ride. Goes

with the territory, lads.

ROLEX.

It doesn’t matter what you’re

driving when you’re rolling in a

kit like this though. Rucanor.

It’s rubbish. When did we last

get a new kit, Chris?
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CAPTAIN CHRIS

Come on. The kit’s the last of

our worries. We buried our

manager two weeks ago and we’ve

just lost 5-1 to the Oddfellows.

ROLEX.

And we didn’t look flash doing

it. Did you see the Nag’s kit

from the other week it was

absolute class?

ROBBO.

Shut up Rolex, you bell end.

HALLSY

Yeah, shut up Rolex. It looked

like a Turkish division 2 kit.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Come on lads. We need to be doing

better than we did today.

WAYNE

Lads, I’ll finish what you give

me. No service, AT ALL, today. It

it wasn’t for me it would have

been 5-0.

KARL

We had opportunities today,

Wayne.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

We need a manager, guys. Fast.If

we have any chance of sorting

things out for the cup.

OZZY

What about you, Sir of Scouse? We

all respect you, wholly. Without

wanting to offend your most

admirable nature, and with all

due respect, you’re usually on

the sideline.

SCOUSER

It a fair comment. Lads, you know

dat I love you all n tha. Bu mi

mrs is avvin twins in two weeks.

Soddy.

HALLSY

Chris, what about you? You’re our

leader on the pitch.
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CAPTAIN CHRIS

I’m on the pitch. We need someone

on the sidelines we can all look

up to and respect...

Razz, FOOTDUST and dean are skinning up on the table

...none of Blazin’ Squad can do

it. Who do we know?

KARL

What about asking one of the

regular fans?

WAYNE

What? Are you referring to that

cider-tramp or Mongo?

RAZZ

Or the sexy girls...Girls? Do any

of you lot want to be our

Manager?

JENNY

What? You think we know anything

about football?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Come on guys. Let’s get serious.

We’ve the first round of the

Netherton and Boundaries Cup in a

couple of weeks and I promised

Ronny at his funeral that I’d do

everything I could to win it this

year.

WAYNE

We aint got a prayer. We’ve got

Ellerby Dynamos in the first

round.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

And that is why we need a

manager!

RAZZ

I’ve got Denny Pilchard’s on

WhatsApp. I could ask him.

ROBBO.

No you haven’t.

RAZZ

I have. Look.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Denny mentioned the vicar, what

about him?
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DEANO

The vicar?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Denny said he was an amazing

footballer. And a leader.

WAYNE

Yeah but he’s a vicar.

FOOTDUST

And proper boring.

ROLEX.

This is an absolute class idea.

(flicks fingers)

WAYNE

This is a shit idea.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Do you have a better one?

23 EXT. VICARAGE - EVENING 23

There’s a sign, ’The vicarage’. And the rain is awful.

24 INT. VICARAGE - EVENING 24

A whisky sits on the lounge table next to another copy of

’Lighthouse’ magazine with the feature heading, ’Who Am

I?’ Vicar Robert is thoughtful. He leafs through photos in

an album: As a baby. A toddler. First boots. Nets in the

garden with Daddy. First team photo. With Denny and the

cup.

FLASHBACK

25 EXT. AMAZING PITCH - DAY 25

A young Bobby has the ball. He Dribbles. Looks up. A young

Denny is calling, ’Bobby...give and receive.’ Bobby lays

the ball off and runs. Bobby lays it back. ’No fear,

Bobby. No fear!’Bobby lies up the shot and clips it

perfectly into the top corner. There is a roar of

celebration as young Bobby and Denny celebrate together...

26 INT. VICARAGE - EVENING 26

Back in the room, Vicar Bobby continues to flick through

the album... An older football team - 12 or 13 years old.

A photo with a girl. Then a woman. The girl from his

dream.

The door bell rings. Vicar Robert is not expecting guests

but he gets up and heads to the door. It’s Captain Chris,

Still in his kit. The door opens
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VICAR ROBERT

Can I help you?

Chris looks familiar but he can’t place him.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Hello Vicar Robert. You did

Ronny’s funeral the other week at

St. Chads.

VICAR ROBERT

Oh you’re Chris, right? How are

you my, son?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

That’s right. I’m ok. Sorry for

the surprise. Do you have a

moment?

VICAR ROBERT

Of course. Come inside out of the

wet.

The door closes and we cut to black.

27 INT. CONFESSION BOX - DAY 27

FADE IN

Vicar Robert is in the confessional with a mystery man.

MYSTERY MAN

So, I should tell the wife?

VICAR ROBERT

Yes.

MYSTERY MAN

And tell her about the goat?

VICAR ROBERT

Also, yes.

MYSTERY MAN

I understand.

VICAR ROBERT

Will that be all?

MYSTERY MAN

Yes, Vicar.

VICAR ROBERT

Three hail Mary’s tonight. And

three tomorrow.
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MYSTERY MAN

Of course, Vicar.

VICAR ROBERT

Now, go in peace.

MYSTERY MAN

Thank you, Vicar. (leaves)

Vicar Robert shakes his head in bewilderment.

VICAR ROBERT

Lord, help us.

A new arrival in the confessional.

CALLIE

It’s me.

VICAR ROBERT

I beg your pardon.

CALLIE

It’s me, Callie.

VICAR ROBERT

(sighs)You’re not getting the

hang of this are you?

CALLIE

What do you mean, Bobby?

VICAR ROBERT

It’s Vicar Robert here, Callie.

Shall we start this again?

CALLIE

(sarcastic) Oh I’m sorry, forgive

me, Vicar for I have sinned. Its

is one week and...four days..

since my last confession.

VICAR ROBERT

And what sins do you accuse of

yourself?

CALLIE

Well, let me see, I got drunk

last Sunday. Does that count?

VICAR ROBERT

It is not a sin to drink in

moderation.

CALLIE

(whispers) Well, Vicar. I got

completely pissed!
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VICAR ROBERT

Heavy drinking and drunkenness

displeases God. Proverbs 23:20.

CALLIE

Oh I know all about that, Vicar.

’Do not join those who drink too

much wine or gorge themselves on

meat.’ and all that.

VICAR ROBERT

(impressed) Very good.

CALLIE

But sometimes, Vicar, you just

want some wine and you want some

meat. Don’t you?

VICAR ROBERT

(a little flustered) and is there

another sin?

CALLIE

Oh Bobby. When will you lighten

up?

VICAR ROBERT

Is there something else I can

help you with, Callie?

CALLIE

Your car is crap.

VICAR ROBERT

Ephesians 4:29.

CALLIE

Jesus!

VICAR ROBERT

The third of the ten

commandments...

CALLIE

Just let it go!

Silence for a moment

VICAR ROBERT

Let what go, Callie?

CALLIE

This. Everything.

VICAR ROBERT

Will that be all?
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CALLIE

For now!

VICAR ROBERT

Go in peace.

Callie intentionally makes a bit of a racket as she exits

the confessional and the noise carries through the church.

Margaret is editing some vases with Ralph in attendance as

Callie exists the confessional in a gorgeous, sassy,

bright, flowery dress.

MARGARET

It’s characters like her that

bring this place into disrepute.

Callie’s heels echo through the church and she slams the

church doors as she leaves. A short moment passes before

Vicar Robert exists the confessional. Margaret and Ralph

watch.

VICAR ROBERT

Ralph, can I borrow you in the

office for a moment.

RALPH

Of course, Vicar Robert.

28 INT. CHURCH OFFICE - DAY 28

Vicar Robert enters and sits at the desk. Ralph follows

shortly after and sits at the other side.

RALPH

What can I do for you, Vicar

Robert.

VICAR ROBERT

You’re familiar with the place

now, Ralph?

RALPH

I’m settling in very well, yes.

VICAR ROBERT

Are you comfortable enough to do

a service?

RALPH

A service? I’m sure I am, yes.

When?

VICAR ROBERT

This Sunday.
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RALPH

This Sunday?

VICAR ROBERT

Are you ready?

RALPH

Yes. I’m ready. Wow. Thank you.

Erm. How will Margaret feel about

this?

VICAR ROBERT

As she feels about most things, I

expect. She’ll be disgusted.

She’ll no doubt disapprove of the

entire morality of the whole

idea. She’ll make a comparison

to Vicar Armstrong and she’ll

have something to add to her

report for Archdeacon Hadley.

RALPH

(taken aback) Well. Is there a

family problem or such?

VICAR ROBERT

I need to help some people in

need.

RALPH

Very well, Vicar Robert.

VICAR ROBERT

And I need a little fun, Ralph.

RALPH

Very well indeed, Vicar Robert.

VICAR ROBERT

And from now on, Ralph, you can

call me Bobby.

29 EXT. ROOF - DAY 29

Captain Chris is laying tiles in the sunshine with

Footdust as a labourer. A great view. His phone is

ringing.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(to Footdust)It’s that Vicar!

(answers) Hello Vicar.....OK,

sorry, Bobby......(nods to

Footdust)you’re in?

Footdust slaps his hand to his head. Chris is animated.
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30 EXT. CHURCH CAR PARK - DAY 30

Bobby is walking briskly to his car. He takes the car key

out of his pocket. He stops and look at the key with

bright eyes.

BOBBY

I’m in. I think this can be just

what I need. (nods)

31 EXT. ROOF - DAY 31

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Brilliant.....ok, well we’ll see

you at training on Thursday

then.....and thank you, Vicar. I

mean Bobby.(hangs up). Get in!

CUT TO BLACK

32 BLACK SCREEN 32

Isaiah 40:31

"But those who hope in the Lord will renew their strength.

They will soar on wings like eagles; they will run and not

grow weary,they will walk and not be faint."

33 EXT. NETHERTON ASTRO PARK - EVENING 33

The lads are messing around with a ball around under the

floodlights. A few are still getting ready at the side of

the pitch. Chris is looking over his shoulder towards the

entrance to the astro park.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Here he is. I told you he’d come.

Bobby is dressed in a tracksuit with a bag over his

shoulder and a whistle around his neck. Chris jogs to

greet him.

It’s great to have you hear,

Vicar.

BOBBY

Bobby.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Of course. Bobby.

Barry is putting his socks and moulds on behind the net.

This is our trusted keeper and

crazy-Scot, Barry. Barry, meet

Bobby.
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BARRY

Great ta meet ya.

Barry offers his hand and stands with one sock dangling

off.

BOBBY

Great to meet you too, Barry. Is

this all of you? There’s only

3..7.8,9....10!

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Well, Wayne never comes to

training.

BOBBY

11.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

And that means Deano and Footdust

don’t have a lift. They all live

in Halsall you see, sort of Nag’s

Head side, so it’s hard to get

over with the traffic on the

Olridge bypass.

BOBBY

Hang on let me get my book out.

(reaches to bag)

Barry looks to Chris as if to say, ’laa di daa, he’s got a

fuckin’ book!

So there’s (writes)

Barry...Goaly. Chris. Where d you

play, Chris?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Centre Back.

BOBBY

Makes sense with your height. You

said, Wayne?

BARRY

Aye, eez the leading goal-scorder

burree fuckin’ knows it lyk.

BOBBY

Foot Rest?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Footdust. He’s tiny. To be fair,

him and Deano are usually making

up the numbers on the sideline.

(CONTINUED)
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BOBBY

Is there anyone else that’s not

here, tonight?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Razz.

BARRY

Speak of the devil.

Razz comes jogging energetically through the astro-park

gates with a cheeky grin. A bright, young, sporty lad.

RAZZ

Sorry I’m late, Vicar. I’ve been

finger-blasting all day. (extends

hand to shake)

BOBBY

(extends hand very tentatively).

It’s Bobby. (looks to Chris for

an answer)

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Do not ask! (innocence hands)

BOBBY

I won’t.

Barry shakes his head at Razz who pushes Barry. Barry

wipes his shirt where Razz has touched.

BARRY

Gerroff me ya little prick.

A ball hit’s Bobby in the stomach. There’s an ’ooooh’ from

the crowd of lads and a loud, ’sorry, Vicar!’

BOBBY

Right. (coughs) Let’s get started

shall we?

We enter a short low-paced, montage warm-up sequence to

music. We’re not thinking Rocky (yet)- more Kes or Escape

to Victory. During the montage sequence we, and Bobby, are

introduced to the players individually as the players are

put through their ’paces’. Introductions to Al, Ulf,

Milky, Rolex, Robbo, Hallsy, Ozzy, Karl and Scouser.

During the montage, Rolex is the source of much amusement

because he takes off his hoody to reveal a comically fake

Vivenenen Lestwood t-shirt. Bobby trumps him by taking off

his track-suit top to reveal his,’I RUN EVERYDAY’ on the

front, and, ’RELIGIOUSLY’ on the back T-shirt. At the end

of the montage the players are far more knackered than

they should be.
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BOBBY

Right lads, shall we have a game?

6 v 6. Are there any bibs?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

All of the stuff is still in

Ronny’s van for the moment,

Bobby.

BOBBY

Razz, can you go and ask that

group over there if they have 6

bibs we can borrow, please?

(gestures to group of tubby

blokes on next pitch) Scouser,

please can you pick the teams.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Thank you for this, Bobby. It’s

just what we need.

BOBBY

Not too fit these lads are they.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Robbo is fit. Hallsy and Rolex

work together so they have been

out for a few pints at lunch

today. Karl’s a fireman and has

been working shifts. Do you still

play? You’re probably the same

age as Scouser aren’t you?

BOBBY

I haven’t played at all for five

years. I have a little knee

problem.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

We have a big cup game a week on

Sunday against Ellerby Dynamos.

It would be good if you could be

available?

BOBBY

I’m not sure about that.

RAZZ

Jesus Christ, these bibs STINK!

BOBBY

Scouser, are teams sorted?

SCOUSER

Dey are boss.
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BOBBY

OK, your team’s in bibs.

SCOUSER

awwww mate!

BOBBY

Come on lads. Last half hour. Put

it in.

The scene ends with a longer shot of the team training.

FADE

34 INT. CHURCH - MORNING 34

Bobby walks briskly and confidently inside the church.

BOBBY

(calls) Good morning, Margaret.

Good morning, Ralph.

RALPH

(raises eyebrow) Good morning,

Bobby.

MARGARET

(to Ralph and very much

disapproving of this development)

Bobby?

Bobby walks through the church to the office. Margaret

huffs and follows.

35 INT. CHURCH OFFICE - DAY 35

She arrives with a bee in her bonnet.

MARGARET

What is this nonsense? Ralph

informs me that he is to be

delivering Sunday mass?

BOBBY

(confident) Yes that’s right,

Margaret. It’s important for his

development. We can’t be relying

on me all the time can we? What

if I’m taken ill or otherwise

engaged? He needs to be fully

equipped and prepared. That’s

what he’s here for.

Margaret is taken aback by Bobby’s new-found confidence.

Especially towards her.
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MARGARET

Archdeacon Hadley recommended

Ralph be here for at least three

months before taking Sunday

service.

BOBBY

Well I am recommending that he

starts on Sunday.

MARGARET

(stumped) You seem intent on

jeopardising the hard-earned

reputation of our congregation,

Vicar Robert.

BOBBY

You seem to under-value the

ability of our team, Margaret.

And please, call me Bobby.

MARGARET

This is not the last you will

hear about this. (leaves)

Helen and Harold are ear-wigging in the hall outside as

Margaret storms off.

36 EXT. BOBBY’S FIRST AWAY GAME VS THE WHEAT SHEAF 36

It’s right out in the sticks. It’s over-cast. A good day

for football. The referee is on the centre spot. The Wheat

Sheaf are lined up to start with the captain at the centre

spot. The Ship are in a huddle at the side of the pitch.

Wayne, Footdust and Deano are not there, yet.

BOBBY

So, remember what we said at

training. Let the ball do the

work. And enjoy it.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

I don’t think we can blag this

out time-wise much longer, lads.

REFEREEE

Come on, black and whites. Hurry

up.

SCOUSER

How late did Wayne say he’d be?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Just a few minutes but this is

taking the piss a bit.
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ROLEX.

We’ll have to start with ten. We

need Wayne on the pitch. He’s

absolute class!

BOBBY

What are your thoughts boys?

KARL

He scores all our goals, Bobby.

BOBBY

(canvasses opinion with a glance

around) Start with ten for first

few minutes?

All nod except Razz who is dissapointed to not be

starting.

BOBBY

OK, well, we’ll give him five or

ten minutes and then Razz will be

on, OK. Let us play!

The Ship jog out, minus Wayne.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(at centre spot) Morning ref.

Morning captain.

WHEAT SHEAF CAPTAIN

Who’s your new manager? Aint he

the fuckin’ Vicar out o’ St

Chads?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

He is. Aint your manager Dustin

Hoffman in Rain Man?

WHEAT SHEAF CAPTAIN

(vexed) It’s the fuckin’ God

squad.

REFEREEE

(checking ball pressure) Can we

have a new ball please. (kicks to

Sheaf side and starts to count

players). You only have ten on,

Captain.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

We’re waiting on a couple, ref.

REFEREEE

OK, home captain, I’ll toss, you

call. (tosses)
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WHEAT SHEAF CAPTAIN

Tails.

REFEREEE

(catches) Heads.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

We toss.(raises eyebrows) God

decides. We’ll stay as we are.

A shout of ’ref’ from the sidelines and new ball comes

bouncing in.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

It’s their kick off lad’s.

Straight in, The Ship.

ROBBO.

Come on, The Ship.

ULF

(psycho)

Arrrrrggggghhhhh.Uuuuuullllff.

BOBBY

(to Scouser) Ulf’s terrifying.

SCOUSER

Dat’s all ee sez. Ulf.(shouts)

COME ON DE SHIP!

The whistle blows and the game starts. Lots of shouting

and balling from both sides.

Razz sulks. Bobby paces. Scouser fills Bobby in. Bobby

checks his watch. Bobby looks at Razz with some

uncertainty. Wayne comes running on the pitch with Deano

and Footdust.

SCOUSER

Uddy up Wayne, we’ve started wi

ten, mate.

Wayne starts putting his boots on.

WAYNE

Give us a minute, pal.

BOBBY

REFEREE!

Referee acknowledges

Man on please.

REFEREEE

OK, next stop in play.
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BOBBY

(to Wayne, Footdust and Deano)

I’m glad you guys are here. I

understand you have a difficulty

to make training?

WAYNE

I don’t need to train.

The whistle blows and Wayne runs on to see the ref. As the

ref ticks his book, a couple of chickens break through a

farmers fence, onto the pitch and start squawking and

flapping. A bit like streakers. Everyone is having a

laugh. Eventually, Mongo runs on to chase the chickens

down. He catches one to cheers and then starts simulating

sex with it.

SCOUSER

Hey Ref! Fowl!

A short football montage where Hallsy and Wayne are the

stars. Wayne scores two before half-time.

At the half time whistle there are lots of ’good half

boys’ and ’good half The Ship’ as the lads leave the

pitch.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(to Bobby) You must be good luck.

The lads grab a drink and there are pats on the back.

BOBBY

Well done, lads. Have a drink and

gather in.

The team talk.

BOBBY

We are on top. All we need to do

is keep our heads. We’ll not make

any changes for now but give it

ten or fifteen and we’ll give one

of these lads on the side a run.

Razz is disappointed.

Let’s kill the game with another,

ey Wayne? Now let’s get out

there.

As they jog out onto the pitch...

(quietly to Scouser) This kit is

awful.

SCOUSER

Yeah it’s really old, boss.

The second half kicks off.
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BOBBY

(to Razz) I’m sorry you haven’t

had a chance yet Razz. But give

it ten or fifteen and we’ll see

about making some changes.

RAZZ

OK boss (upset).

Dean and Fondest are building a fat doofer.

BOBBY

(to scouser) Is that what I think

it is?

SCOUSER

Performance enhancing.

Milky gets clattered and is hurt.

Wayne charges over to start an argument with the Wheat

Sheafer. He’s apologetic but Wayne head-butts him. A mass

scuffle ensues. Bobby attempts to calm the situation from

the sideline but it’s a proper mess. Three are booked and

Wayne is sent off. Wayne dissents and starts another

kerfuffle. Karl gets whacked. Scouser runs on the pitch.

The ref sends off the Sheafer who hit Karl. Another whack

- Sheafer on Hallsy. Another red card. It’s a full-on

brawl. The ref blows the final whistle and abandons the

game. He storms across the pitch to Bobby.

REFEREE

Game abandoned. This will go down

as a home win.

BOBBY

Ref come on.

REFEREEE

You lot are disgraceful. You

should be ashamed of yourself,

Vicar.

Bobby is in a state of shock...but he has a secret giggle

to himself.

37 INT. THE SHIP - AFTERNOON 37

The pub is busy again for Sunday afternoon footy on the

TV. Landlord Jim is pulling a pint.

LANDLORD JIM

(scrunching face) abandoned?

Oooh!
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CAPTAIN CHRIS

Yeah. So we forfeit.

LANDLORD JIM

(shakes head) Can I take your

poster down?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Jury’s still out.

Bobby arrives through the door. Both humoured and

shell-shocked.

LANDLORD JIM

Here he is. No singing today,

please, Vicar.

BOBBY

Not much chance of that. Pint

please.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

I’ll get it.

BOBBY

Cheers.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(looks to TV and nudges Bobby) Oh

it’s the Northford derby. Your

mate Denny’s old team. Are they

two-nil down there, Jim?

LANDLORD JIM

Yeah, they are playing awful.

There was a big brawl.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(eyes Bobby) We don’t condone

that do we, Bobby?

LANDLORD JIM

£7.20 please, Chris. There’s some

food for you lot through there.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Cheers, Jim.

At the favourite table...

RAZZ

Go on Ozzy, see how any of these

meat tubes (sausages) you can fit

in your mouth.
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OZZY

I’m not confident they’re Halal,

my good man(winks).

RAZZ

Give them here. (starts stuffing

sausages into his mouth)

ROBBO.

Go on, lad. 9’s the record.

Chris and Bobby arrive.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Lad’s remember it’s the team

night out next week. Has

everybody paid me?

HALLSY

Here’s my tenner, pal.

Ulf and Al pass tenners to Chris.

KARL

Are you gonna join us for the

night out next week, Bobby? Or

have we scared you off?

BOBBY

Where are you all headed?

SCOUSER

Karaoke. Your favourite.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

We need a tenner!

RAZZ

A tenner or a tenor? Get it? Did

you hear him at Ronny’s wake? He

was awful.

BOBBY

We’ll see. How’s Milky?

MILKY

It’s Milton! Just a knock.

ROBBO.

(nudges Milky in the ribs) To add

to the list!

Milky reels in pain with tender ribs.

aww, I’m sorry, Milky.
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BOBBY

And where is Wayne and the

gruesome two-some?

HALLSY

Wayne’s a fair-weather drinker.

BOBBY

Hey?

HALLSY

He’ll only come to the pub if

he’s the hero. And Deano and

Footdust are just part of his

entourage.

BOBBY

Well, that is gonna have to

change.

ROBBO.

So, does that mean you’re going

to manage us next week as well,

Bobby?

BOBBY

If you’ll have me - I’m here.

Unanimous noises and faces of approval. Razz is attempting

to say, ’ten’ with a mouth full of sausages but he’s

sounding demented

BOBBY

Is he alright?

On the TV, the whistle blows for half time in the

Northford Derby. There are boos on the TV. It cuts to the

studio. Denny Pilchards is a pundit.

RAZZ

(speaking through the last bits

of sausage) Look it’s my mate,

Denny! (grabs phone) I’m gonna

WhatsApp him now while he’s in

the studio.

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

It’s half time. And What a

disaster for Northford Rovers.

Three nil down. Ten men. Before

speaking to Northford Rovers

recently retired star, Denny

Pilchards, Let’s first take a

look back at the talking points

from the first ninety minutes.
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CAPTAIN CHRIS

Hey lads. Just a thought. As

Wayne got sent off today, that

means he’ll be banned for the

game next week.

SCOUSER

Ooorrrrrghhh ,fer fucksaayyyke.

ROLEX.

Nightmare. Who are we playing?

SCOUSER

Golden Fleece.

BOBBY

It’s not the end of the world,

lads. We’ll make it work.

ROLEX.

But Wayne is our goal machine.

BOBBY

He didn’t do us any favours

today.

ROBBO.

Dead right.

SCOUSER

Ey, I might be on Daddy duty next

week as well lads if the mrs

hasn’t dropped.

BOBBY

Oh, you’re going to be a father?

SCOUSER

Don’t worry, he’ll be a blue.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Seriously lads. It’s the last

game before the cup next week and

I don’t want to to get drubbed.

We need a bit of confidence going

into it. If Wayne is banned then

there’s no chance he’s gonna

come. If he doesn’t come then

Deano and Footdust aren’t going

to get three buses over on a

Sunday. Milky looks like he’s

crumbling. Scouser might be out

out - that’s bare-bones.

MILKY

Milton’s fine.
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CAPTAIN CHRIS

OK, Milky’s fine but we only have

a bare 11 and our leading

goal-scorer is banned.

RAZZ

What about our mate, Denny?

TV

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

...well after those awful scenes,

Denny, the Northford Rovers fans

have been heard chanting your

name.

The crowd are chanting ’THERE’S ONLY ONE, DENNY PILCHARDS.

ONE DENNY PIIIILLLL-CHARDS. THERE’S ONLY ONE DENNY

PILCHARDS’.

38 INT. TV STUDIO - AFTERNOON/EVE 38

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

(laughing) So the question on

everybody’s lips Denny is - are

you going to make a come-back?

DENNY PILCHARDS

I’m quite emotional John. It’s

amazing to see the fans chanting

my name.I don’t know what to say.

Denny’s phone beeps to receive a message.

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

You should probably turn that

off, Denny.

Cheesy Football Studio Host looks around the studio

apologetically to crew behind the cameras.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Sorry John.

Denny turns his phone off.

39 INT. THE SHIP - AFTERNOON/EVE 39

RAZZ is buzzing - holding his phone.

RAZZ

Ha ha that message is from me.

ROBBO.

Shut up, never? ha ha (grabs

phone to look)

(MORE)
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ROBBO. (cont’d)
Ha ha that’s amazing.

ROLEX.

Absolute class.

The lads are all pissing themselves laughing and glued to

the box.

40 INT. TV STUDIO - AFTERNOON/EVE 40

Denny is composing himself.

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

So Denny, will we see you in your

boots again?

DENNY PILCHARDS

Well John, we never know do we?

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

Does that mean you’ll be back?

DENNY PILCHARDS

In my years as a player, John,

I’ve learnt that one thing never

changes.

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

And will you enlighten us, Denny?

DENNY PILCHARDS

One thing never changes, John.

The fact that everything changes.

MATCH CUT TO

41 INT. CONFESSION BOX - DAY 41

BOBBY.

CALLIE

You were awful at the karaoke

last week, Bobby.

BOBBY

Thank you.But can we keep more on

point?

CALLIE

It’s strange because you used to

sing so well.

BOBBY

Do you have something to confess?
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CALLIE

You know I have been coming here

to see you for eighteen months

since you’ve been back.

BOBBY

You have.

CALLIE

And Ive poured my heart and soul

out in here. To you.

BOBBY

And I hope that it’s been a

valuable therapy for you, Callie.

CALLIE

Oh I’m fine. I do sometimes

wonder who you make your

confessions with.

BOBBY

I make my peace with the Lord

(rolls his rosary)

CALLIE

And have you made your peace with

the Lord about Eloise?

Bobby closes his eyes. Callie has struck a nerve that he

simply can not hide. Even behind the confessional screen.

He bows his head. Callie holds space. There are no words.

CALLIE

You know, it’s ok to let someone

care for you.

There’s a silence before a tear.

42 EXT. NETHERTON PARK - MORNING 42

Damp, golden leaves fall from half-naked trees in swirling

gusts of the Autumn air. A hobbling tramp looks in a bin.

Footsteps. A jogger. Feet in trainers. Pounding. A high

vis-joggers jacket. Heavy breathing. A headband. Bobby.

Bobby is jogging. Bobby is doing more than jogging. Bobby

is doing knee lifts and leg raises. Bobby is doing all

sorts of exercises through the park. This almost looks

like Bobby is training himself. He has a niggling knee.

Not too bad but it’s there. He jogs on.

He breathes heavily and presses the doorbell of a

three-bedroom, brick, council house with a garage. The

door opens to reveal Linda is in her dressing gown. She

has been grieving.
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LINDA

Oh. Good morning, Vicar.

BOBBY

Please, call me Bobby.

LINDA

This is a bloody surprise. Lovely

like. Come in, you’ll have the

bloody neighbours talking. (looks

up and down the street)

43 INT. LINDA’S KITCHEN 43

Linda puts the kettle on.

BOBBY

Sorry about the home invasion.

And I’m a bit sweaty.

LINDA

Oh that’s no mither. To what do I

owe the pleasure?

BOBBY

How are you coping, Linda?

LINDA

I’ve recovered from your singing,

if that’s what you mean?

BOBBY

(laughs) Hey, I didn’t know that

song. But if you’d have let me

chose!

LINDA

I’m sure you’ve the voice of an

angel. (pauses). I’m doing just

fine, Bobby. (smiles) Thank you.

Ronny died doing what he loved.

And we have to be grateful for

that.I won’t dwell on what we’ve

lost. I’ll celebrate what we had.

We all have to move forward. He

loved those boys. That team. It

was his life. That and bloody

karaoke. And I think it’s just

bloody wonderful what you are

doing for them. I just hope that

you’re better at managing those

lads than you are at bloody

singing.

BOBBY

Thank you, Linda. But I have a

feeling that those boys can be

wonderful for me, too.
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LINDA

It bloody gripes me that nasty

Dougie Ferguson was involved.

BOBBY

Who’s Dougie Ferguson?

LINDA

He’s the Manager of The Nag’s

Head. The team the lads were

playing when he collapsed.

BOBBY

I’ve never heard of him.

LINDA

Oh he’s no church goer. Far from

it. In fact, rumour has it that

he’s behind the bloody (hushed)

sex dungeon down by the canal in

Brantthorpe. (raise eyebrow). All

whips and chains and all that.

Bloody pervert.

BOBBY

(feigns interest) Brantthorpe,

you say? By the canal?

LINDA

Less of it. Just make sure that

you win that bloody cup. Ronny’ll

be turning in his grave if Dougie

and The Nags win it. Oh. That

reminds me. There’s a few of

Ronny’s things that you must take

with you.

BOBBY

Oh?

LINDA

There’s some balls and some money

that he’s collected from the lads

and things like that in the back

of The Love Shack. Let me grab my

shoes and we’ll go to the garage

and dig them out.

44 EXT. VERY FANCY NORTHFORD HALL COUNTRY GARDENS AND SPA

HOTEL 44

A gardener digs into the earth as he tends to a beautiful

bed of plants by the entrance to the majestic grounds.
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45 INT. MASSAGE THERAPY ROOM - DAY 45

Denny and Lunar are a picture of relaxation in robes with

face masks getting massages in a blissful treatment room.

The music is ultra-Hansel.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Oh yeah. Ooooooohhhhhhhh. Right

there.

A phone rings.

MASSAGE THERAPIST

Would you like me to cancel that

Mr Pilchards?

DENNY PILCHARDS

(too relaxed) It’ll stop.

Phone still rings.

Phone still still rings.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Aww. Sorry. (reluctantly

stretches to phone) This had

better be important.

46 INT. CHURCH OFFICE - DAY 46

BOBBY

Denny, it’s me.

47 INT. MASSAGE THERAPY ROOM - DAY 47

Denny sits up - obviously pleased.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Bobby!!!!!

(smiling)...........For you,

anything..............Ooof, now

then (looks

uncomfortable)...........

Lunar looks up from her massage table.

I’m not sure about this......

48 INT. CHURCH OFFICE - DAY 48

BOBBY

You’ve got to give to receive,

Denny. I’ve got the key in my

pocket!
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49 INT. MASSAGE THERAPY ROOM - DAY 49

DENNY PILCHARDS

Once! (shakes head)

50 INT. CHURCH - DAY 50

BOBBY

Just make yourself look a bit

different.

CUT TO BLACK

51 EXT. AWAY GAME VS THE GOLDEN FLEECE 51

Denny has a bandana and Edgar Davids-style wrap-around

shades as he shakes himself off after a warm up.

BOBBY

OK lads. Denny is going to play

under Wayne’s name. Denny, if you

get booked or anything, you’re

called Wayne Stuart. Got that?

DENNY PILCHARDS

Wayne Stuart. (nods)

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Nice on, Wayne. (winks)

OZZY

Good man, Wayne. (thumbs up)

The game kicks off and this ’Wayne’ player is obviously a

different class. Denny 1-2 with Rolex. Lunar is on the

sideline with the WAGS.

JENNY

(To Lunar) That’s Rolex, he’s my

fella.

Bobby is being tactical on the sideline. Fleece players

are suspicious of how good this, ’Wayne’ player is. He is

incredibly fast, skilful and powerful. A Fleece player

goes to his manager on the sideline.

FLEECE PLAYER

Brian. Look at their number 9.

Doesn’t he look familiar to you?

BRIAN

He’s brilliant I’ll tell you

that. I don’t remember him from

last year.

(CONTINUED)
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FLEECE PLAYER

What’s his name on the match

card?

BRIAN

(looks). Wayne Stuart.

FLEECE PLAYER

Wayne Stuart my arse. That’s

Denny ’fuckin’ Pilchards.

Denny 1-2’s with Hallsy. Then wide to Ozzy. Ozzy crosses

high. Denny is in the box.

DENNY PILCHARDS

DEEEEEEEEEENNNNNNNNNNNYYYYYYYYY’SSS

Denny rises like a salmon in slo-mo. He’s a foot above

everyone else. He heads into the goal. Then runs to

celebrate.

REFEREEE

Great goal lad. (gets out match

card) What’s your name?

DENNY PILCHARDS

(straight face) Wayne Stuart

REFEREEE

Wayne (writes Wayne). Stuart. Is

that Stuart with a ’U’ or Stewart

with an ’E’?

DENNY PILCHARDS

Errm.

Denny is stumped. Luckily there’s an interjection.

FLEECE PLAYER

Ref that’s Denny Pilchards. He

shouted Denny for that cross.

Did;t you hear ’im?

REFEREEE

(to Fleece player) Move away

please. (To Denny) Is that Stuart

with a ’U’ or an ’E’?

FLEECE PLAYER

For fucks sake ref. He doesn’t

know ref, he’s Denny Pilchards.

REFEREEE

Enough (yellow card for dissent)

(CONTINUED)
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FLEECE PLAYER

Oh for fucks sake, man.

AUDIBLE MATCH CUT TO

52 INT. THE SHIP - AFTERNOON 52

Landlord Jim is pulling a pint.

LANDLORD JIM

For fucks sake, man. You won? And

without Wayne?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

I know. I mean, we won’t always

have a world class striker but it

does give us some confidence for

the big one against Ellerby

Dynamos.

IN THE OTHER ROOM

KARL

(singing) We’re gonna win the

cup. And now you better believe

it.

BOBBY

Great game today, lads. And

thanks for helping us out today,

’Wayne’.

DENNY PILCHARDS

It was my pleasure. Thank

you. Come with me for a second.

(gestures outside)

53 EXT. THE SHIP - AFTERNOON 53

DENNY PILCHARDS

I just want to say. It’s great to

see you enjoying yourself.

BOBBY

Thanks Denny. I think it’s just

what I needed.

DENNY PILCHARDS

How is Callie?

BOBBY

Come on.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Let me know if you want to borrow

one of my cars to take her out.

(winks). It’s clear that a good

(MORE)
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DENNY PILCHARDS (cont’d)
things is happening here. You

know, with an open heart ready to

receive, you will love and be

loved.

****a dreamy, other-worldly, trippy love song crooned by

Denny and Lunar*****

CUT TO

54 EXT. VERY POSH GROUND WITH A TERRACE AND EVERYTHING. VS

ELLERBY DYNAMOS 54

Ellerby Dynamos look amazing in red, white and black. They

all have muscles, tans and good haircuts. They are doing a

proper serious warm-up. The Ship look nervous. Scouser is

missing for today’s game.

BOBBY

The stakes are raised today. Cup

game. Our season can end or start

right here. Now. I’ll not hide

that we are massive under-dogs.

We need a little divine

intervention. Bad news, Scouser

is missing so no-one get injured.

But, good news, we’ve got Wayne

back, so we know we can nick a

goal. Chris has a few words to

say.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Hey lads. Bobby’s done a great

job with us in the last few weeks

getting us in shape for this

game. And we’ve got a chance

haven’t we? You know how much

this game means to me and you

know how much it means to Ronny.

These are the best team in the

cup and sods law, we get them in

the first round. But hey, if we

can get through this we can beat

anyone can’t we? Let’s do it for

Ronny.

ALL TEAM

For Ronny!

The Dynamos are straight onto the attack. They are

obviously a better team. Ulf is battling hard in the air.

Robbo is making tackle after tackle. Barry is making save

after save. Wayne is having a nightmare: he is being

marked out of the game by a smart centre-back. It’s

frustrating. Captain Chris is rallying the troops. Barry

gives away a blatant penalty but raises his arms in faux

(CONTINUED)
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innocence and claims, ’never touched him’ The ref blindly

waves play on. Milky is running his little heart out

despite his inferior size and strength.

The half time whistle blows and we reach the changing

rooms.

BOBBY

Nil nil boys. You’ve done really

well. It’s all to play for. Just

keep your heads and we can nick

that goal.

Wayne is sulking on the way back out.

Are you ok?

WAYNE

I’m just getting no service.

Nothing. (kicks out)

BOBBY

Relax. It will come.

More of the same from the first half. The Ship are getting

battered but Ellerby Dynamos just can’t score. Everyone is

knackered. Wayne is booked for dissent.

BOBBY

(shouts) Wayne calm down! (then

to the lads on the sideline) It’s

hard enough with eleven, never

mind ten.

Captain Chris jogs over, out of breath.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

We’re gonna have to be careful

about Wayne. He’s mouthing off

to everyone and now he’s booked.

BOBBY

You’re right. Razz, come on. Get

warmed-up.

RAZZ

Bobby. I know I want chance to

play but I’m thinking about the

team here. The Ellerby

centre-back has got Wayne in his

pocket.I can’t beat him. He’s

massive.

BOBBY

You don’t want to go on?
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RAZZ

I do want to go on. But more than

that I want us to win the game.

You need to get on. Just this

once.

Bobby nods in realisation of the fact.

RAZZ

Just watch them old knees.

BOBBY

You’re a good lad, Razz. You’ll

get your chance. Keep us geed up.

Bobby starts to get stripped on the sideline.

Jenny has wide-eyes at Bobby’s underwear.

Wayne has another altercation and the Ellerby players and

staff are in uproar.

The referee is heading to Wayne. This could be a second

booking.

BOBBY

(shouts) Referee! Substitute,

please!

Referee nods.

Wayne, come off please.

WAYNE

Whaaat?

Wayne is furious and moodily stomps towards the sideline.

You can say goodbye to the cup

now, boys.

Bobby is holding Wayne’s jacket for him which Wayne

snatches and Wayne continues walking towards the car park.

Bobby jogs on the pitch with his knee support to see the

ref.

REFEREEE

What’s your name, son?

BOBBY

Robert Smith, ref. Call me Bobby.

(Winks)

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Come on Bobby. Twenty minutes

left.

(CONTINUED)
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BOBBY

(shouts) Lad’s as we are. I’m

going up top with Karl. Ozzy,

Rolex,let’s get some crosses into

the box.

The players spirits are lifted. They are getting some of

the ball now. Captain Chris and Bobby rifle the troops.

Ulf shouts ’UUULLLFFF’ as he wins a big header. Karl and

Bobby strike up a few passes.

The Ship look confident and organised. The ball is with

Ozzy on the right. It comes inside for Hallsy at the back

of the centre circle. He plays a short ball square for

Robbo. Robbo plays a seeking pass wide left to Rolex in

space.Bobby has halted his run forward and dropped back to

offer himself for a short ball inside from Rolex which he

receives. Bobby opens himself up and starts to dribble

forward.He cuts inside their midfielder and then picks up

the speed of his dribble to drive at the centre of the

defence. A quick shuffle of feet and there’s an opening.

He’s at the edge of the Ellerby ’D’, he goes for a one-two

with Karl to the Right but the ball is slightly behind

Karl’s left foot. His control is not great. The Ellerby

left-back has the chance to intercept and he tries to

clear with his left foot. But he mis-kicks. The ball come

off his left foot, over his left shoulder and loops into

the air towards his own keeper. Dangerous. The balls is

arcs through the air. The keeper starts to come out. Bobby

could be offside but he continues his run forward. It will

be a fifty-fifty challenge between Bobby and the Ellerby

keeper as the ball looks to be falling directly between

them. The ball seems to be hanging in the air for an

eternity. The keeper jumps with an outstretched arm to

punch the ball. Bobby jumps. Will the two-collide. As the

pair hang in the air Bobby’s hand is lifted. There is the

sound of a beautiful angel and the heaven’s light shines

down on the ball form the sky. Divine intervention. The

Hand of God. Bobby’s hand tips the ball over the

outs-stretched fist of the Ellerby keeper. The ball hops

over the keeper and Bobby watches as the ball bounces

towards the goal and into the net. Bobby lands crouched.

He turns and jumps with both hands in the air. He’s

tentative. He looks to the linesman. No flag. No foul.He’s

got away with it.He runs to celebrate towards the right

wing and The Ship players run to celebrate with him. The

Ellerby players surround the referee complaining about use

of the hand. They can’t believe it. But the goal is given.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(grabbing Bobby’s head with both

hands) You fucking beauty.

Cheers and celebrations erupt from The Ship sideline.

Cider-Tramp checks the label on his bottle. Razz dances.

Jenny, Nadine and Nicole are laughing. The Ellerby manager

is fuming. Mongo is doing the chicken-sex shuffle-dance.
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BOBBY

Let’s all keep our heads for the

last few minutes now, (holds his

bad knee) The Ship.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Is the knee alright, Bobby?

BOBBY

(limping)If it was bad before,

it’s really fucked now.

The Dynamos kick off and go straight on the attack but the

whistle blows to end the game and more hugs, cheering and

dancing.

MATCH CUT TO

55 INT. KARAOKE BAR 55

The lads are cheering and dancing and the drinks are

flowing. Wayne, Deano and Footdust are not there.

Scouser comes through the door.

SCOUSER

Guess who’s a daddy? (arms out)

Cheers all round. There’s even more reason to celebrate.

KARL

That’s amazing mate. I’m so happy

for you. Come here.(hugs)

DJ MICKEY BUBBLES

Next up it’s Bobby Smith. Can we

have Bobby Smith to the

microphone, paleeeaaseee!!!

ROBBO.

Oh Jesus, have you put your name

down again?

HALLSY

Oh my God!

RAZZ

Why would you do that?

BOBBY

Don’t worry. I know this one.

The karaoke screen reads: puccini. nessun dorma in G major

ROLEX.

Who’s Puckeeeney?
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Bobby limps to stage with his sorry knee and gets the

microphone from the DJ

DJ MICKEY BUBBLES

Are you sure about this?

BOBBY

Just play it.

**Violins start**

In the most amazing, confident, dramatic tenor voice EVER

heard, Bobby kills it...

Nessun dorma. Nessun dorma.

SCOUSER

Bloody hell.

BOBBY

Tu pure, O, Principessa. Nella

tua crea stanza.

RAZZ

Crikey!

BOBBY

Guardi, le stelle. Che tramano

d’amore. E di speranza.

The whole place stops. Mouths gape. We cut to a

slow-motion montage sequence while Bobby continues to sing

Nessun Dorma as VO. The entire song. A three minute

musical interlude. THE MONTAGE IS TO INCLUDE BUT IN NO

DEFINED ORDER: Robbo slide-tackles and battles to win the

ball. Hallsy plays a pass. Captain Chris gees everyone up.

Al runs like a robot. Karl unselfishly sets up Wayne. Razz

smells his finger. Scouser flags the opposition falsely

offside. Harold and Helen count people into church. Bobby

oversees Ralph at mass and Margaret disapproves. Footdust

and Deano do blow-backs. Ulf wins a massive header with

psycho eyes. Milky gets clattered. At the point of the

song where the female choir backing vocals start, we see

Jenny, Nadine, Nicole, Lunar, Linda, Beryl, Margaret.

Eloise and Callie as the choir, choreographed in a

magical, fey, Avatar-forest-dream. After this point it

gets emotional: Scouser at the delivery of his Baby, Wayne

tensing his six pack in his mirror at home alone, Callie

spins in a Summer dress holding a picture frame of our

hero-vicar, Mongo’s-Sex-Chicken dance. Cider-tramp cries

like Gazza. The orgasm of the music synchs with Bobby

jumping to score the Hand of God goal and running to

celebrate with the team and the fans and hundreds of

thousands and millions of people from all over the

universe and all walks of life. Animals. Aliens. God

himself.

The whole karaoke bar erupts into rapturous applause and

mass-crying. Our hero bows. Knickers land on his head.
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56 EXT. THE STREET - NIGHT 56

After exiting the karaoke bar, the team are drunken

stumbling rogues through the town centre. Arms are over

shoulders. Hugs, pats and cheers and cigarettes.

KARL

Who’s got a lighter?

Bobby reaches into his jacket and passes a lighter to

Karl.

That was amazing. Where did you

learn to sing like that?

BOBBY

I was a tenor in the church choir

during my curacy. (presses the

button at the traffic crossing)

RAZZ

You were ill?

BOBBY

What?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Razz you numpty. It means when

you’re training to be a vicar.

The green man comes on and the traffic crossing beeps.

Those that haven’t crossed already, now start.

RAZZ

You don’t act like a vicar.

BOBBY

I would hope that I do.

RAZZ

I mean, you’re pretty normal. Not

as God-ish as some.

BOBBY

I’m sure there’s a veiled

compliment somewhere there. When

I find it I’ll thank you.

KARL

Right lads we’re ’ere. Are we all

going in? (puts out cigarette)

Bobby looks up at the neon sign.

’ANGELS LOUNGE’. It’s a strip joint.
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BOBBY

As a holy man. I think this is

where I leave you, gentleman.

SCOUSER

Maybe he is a vicar after all?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Well we’re heading inside. Thanks

for a memorable evening.

BOBBY

Good night, lads.

ALL THE TEAM part with various colloquial interpretations

of ’good night’ and are let through into Angels Lounge by

a bouncer at the door. Bobby is outside alone. He reaches

inside his jacket for his cigarettes. No lighter. Karl’s

got it. Drat.

BOBBY

(To bouncer) Excuse me, do you

happen to have a lighter at all?

BOUNCER 1

Sorry, vicar, I don’t. But

they’ll have one at the bar.

The bouncer holds the door open for Bobby. He hesitates

for a second with his cigarette in his hand before doing a

sign of the cross and slipping inside.

57 INT. ANGELS LOUNGE - NIGHT 57

Inside, Karl, Ulf and Robbo are perched on bar stools with

girl on their knees and milling around, flirtatiously.

Milky and Al are sat together with a beer in the corner

looking terrified. Razz has three girls playing with him

like some pet. There is a cheer as Bobby enters.

REDHEAD

Ooh fancy dress. Kinky.

RAZZ

Oh no, Bobby is actually a vicar.

BLONDE.

He’s hot.

RAZZ

He has the ’Hand of God’.

BRUNETTE

Me too (raises eyes and mouths

tongue to inside of mouth).

At the bar...
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BOBBY

Hi Karl (holds up cig). Lighter?

KARL

ayyyye, Bobby, give me a sec.

Karl encourages a stripper off his lap and fishes into his

pocket.

BLONDE.

Hi sexy. Does Jesus know you’re

in here?

She tosses a feather boa over Bobby’s shoulder.

BOBBY

Romans 8, verse 27. He knows us

far better than we know

ourselves. (picks of the boa)

BLONDE.

Are you having a crisis of faith?

(whispers) maybe I could offer

some...relief!

BOBBY

Verse 5. Those who live according

to the flesh set their minds on

the things of the flesh; but

those who live according to the

Spirit set their minds on the

things of the Spirit.

BLONDE.

Oh. You’re a good boy. And I was

gonna suggest showing you my

collar. (bites lip)

Karl tosses the lighter to Bobby and winks.

BOBBY

Well, as much as it’s been a

pleasure to meet your

acquaintance. I’m a bit more

orthodox. Good night.

Bobby nods and makes his way to the door...

BLONDE.

Off to attend to that flock?...

She tosses the boa again which lands over his shoulder as

he walks through the door. He nods at the bouncer. The

blonde sticks her head around the door...

...come back anytime, stud

muffin.
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BOBBY

(to bouncer) Good night.

He lights his cigarette. At that moment the the traffic

lights change to red on the road outside the Angel Lounge.

In a car, stopped at the lights, Margaret is aghast.

CUT TO BLACK

58 BLACK SCREEN 58

Proverbs 17:3

"The crucible is for silver, and the furnace is for gold,

and the Lord tests hearts."

59 EXT. BARSDLEY’S CAR AUCTION PLOT - MORNING 59

Wayne is leaning into a freshly waxed Lexus with the

passenger door ajar and his feet sticking out.

He is frustratedly polishing the dash in his high-vis. The

dash spray he is using has run out and he’s shaking the

can but there’s nothing in it.

Neil from the Nag’s Head is wandering amongst the cars

looking around with his hands in his jeans and his wooly

hat. He is wearing a t-shirt with a flame logo and,

’DF Value Meats.’ He spots Wayne and wanders over.

NEIL

Ey up, Wayne. Dougie said I’d

find you here. (playfully kicks

Wayne’s boot)

WAYNE

Nag’s Head Neil. What do you

want?

NEIL

You guys had a bit of a

giant-killing yesterday.

WAYNE

It was lucky. We should have been

battered.

NEIL

Well, we beat the White Lion

yesterday and so that’s two of

the bigger teams out. Looking at

the fixtures, it could come down

to us. It could be a Nags Head

and Ship final.
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WAYNE

Maybe.

NEIL

So it looks like it will be The

Nag’s Head etched into the cup

again, ey...

Wayne doesn’t respond and continues cleaning.

...I’ve heard that you and the

God botherer are not getting on

too well.

WAYNE

Who told you that?

NEIL

Me and Dougie have our sources.

WAYNE

I mean. He’s a vicar. He should

be in church on a Sunday.

NEIL

(smiles) Well,Dougie likes you.

Here, he asked me to give you

this.(hands card)

BUINSESS CARD: DF VALUE MEATS. DOUGIE FERGUSON. MANAGING

DIRECTOR.

...And he’s going to be the

Manager of the Inter-League team

next year.(winks)

WAYNE

Why would I want to play for a

value meat sex pervert?

NEIL

Because he’s going to win the

Netherton and Boundaries Cup.

60 INT. CHURCH HALL - DAY 60

Margaret is chairing an emergency committee meeting. Mr

Otto, Ralph, Harold and Helen are present.

HELEN

Oh my! (holds mouth)

MR OTTO

In all my years.

HAROLD

That doesn’t seem like Vicar

Robert.
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MARGARET

I knew there was something wrong

about him the minute he set foot

in here.

HELEN

I just can’t believe it.

MARGARET

It makes you wonder what else he

gets up to in the vicarage.

MR OTTO

And he was smoking?

MARGARET

He looked high on drugs.

HELEN

Goodness.

HAROLD

Is there a reason he couldn’t be

here for the m-m-m-meeting today?

MARGARET

Well, he said he had received a

call from Callie and something

was urgent.

MR OTTO

She seems to have some sort of

special relationship with Vicar

Robert.

MARGARET

Who knows what unholiness they’re

getting up to together right now.

HAROLD

What are you suggesting?

MARGARET

I think it’s clear don’t you?

They’re obviously sex addicts.

HELEN

Gracious me.

Ralph’s biscuit snaps into his tea.

MARGARET

I’ll be putting my report in to

Archdeacon Hadley today and I

suspect we’ll have a new Vicar In

Charge (gestures to Ralph) as

soon as Archdeacon Hadley can get

(MORE)
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MARGARET (cont’d)
here to see this sham for

himself.

61 INT. OLD WOMAN’S HALLWAY 61

Vicar Robert has arrived through the downstairs doorway

and Callie is at the bottom of the stairs. A nurse is

preparing medications in the kitchen.

CALLIE

(quietly) Thank you so much for

coming around at such short

notice, Vicar Robert. She’s a

wonderful neighbour. But she’s so

lonely. It’s so sad to see her

like this. She is on her last

legs and she has asked for you,

personally.

She touches Bobby’s arm but he’s guarded and he moves

away.

BOBBY

It’s fine, Callie. I hope that I

can be of some comfort. How is

she?

CALLIE

It won’t be long now. Nurse, can

Vicar Robert go up now?

NURSE

Yes. But she’s very tired.

62 INT. OLD WOMAN’S BEDROOM 62

Miss Gosling is old, wrinkled and grey. She’s lay on her

back in bed with her eyes closed. She has a drip and there

is a heaviness of breath. Vicar Robert taps on the door

gently and moves through to sit by the bed. Her eyes open

slightly and track to the side.

MS. GOSLING

Thank you for coming.

BOBBY

It’s my pleasure, Ms Gosling.

He puts his bible on his lap.

MS. GOSLING

I don’t want any of that, Robert.

He puts the bible back down.
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BOBBY

Forgive me. Were you a

parishioner of Vicar Armstrong?

He puts the bible back down and there is a silence.

(slowly)...I lost my husband.

1950. We were by the coast. A

holiday. He just slipped. We were

so in love. I died that day too.

On the rocks.

Bobby places his hand on hers.

67 years I’ve grieved. Alone.

Her eyes well.

Callie speaks of you. You. You.

And you. You were married,

before.

BOBBY

Yes.

MS. GOSLING

Robert.

You have to come down off the

rocks.

Ms Gosling dies.

FADE TO BLACK

63 INT. CHURCH HALL - DAY 63

Bobby arrives at church. He looks worn out. Margaret is

clearing up the remnants of the meeting. Bobby is subdued.

Ralph is leaving with a leather satchel.

BOBBY

Ralph.

RALPH

Vicar Robert.

Ralph eeks out of the door awkwardly.

BOBBY

Hello Margaret. I apologise for

not being at the meeting.

MARGARET

None of us were surprised.

BOBBY

Please don’t be like that. Can

you re-cap for me what I have

missed?
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MARGARET

I’m afraid I don’t have time.

BOBBY

Well, I’ll catch up with you

tomorrow.

MARGARET

No doubt you will. (she starts to

walk out)

BOBBY

Margaret. I realise that we

haven’t always seen eye to eye

and I’m aware that there are

certain things I do around here

that you are uncomfortable with.

But please, I think it’s time we

moved forward.

MARGARET

Really. Well funnily enough, that

is exactly what I and this parish

intend to do. Now, if you don’t

mind I have to be leaving.

BOBBY

Margaret!

Margaret leaves. She paces away from the camera towards

the church doors. They are loud as they open and the sound

echoes through the church. The doors close with a heavy

clunk which again reverberates through the empty church.

Bobby closes his eyes and sighs. His phone beeps. He

reaches for it in his pocket.

1 new message from Wayne.

He opens it.

"This isn’t working. I’ve signed for The Nag’s Head."

Bobby puts the phone back into his pocket. Sad music

starts. He walks through the church. Dispirited. Morose.

Sorry.

64 EXT. GRAVEYARD - NIGHT 64

...sad music continues as he steps outside and pulls the

door to. A cold wind. He pulls up the collar on his coat

and wanders into the grave yard. The trees sway like dark,

ominous witches fingers. A crow is disturbed. It caws and

flaps away into the dark. He sits on a rock by the grave.

HEADSTONE

In Loving Memory
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Eloise Mary Smith

2nd October 1981

-

15th October 2005

Daughter of Alan and Jeanette Caldwell.

Fiancé of Bobby James Smith.

Gone too soon and forever in our hearts.

Bobby cries. ELOISE stands by his side.

65 EXT. AWAY VS THE MINER’S ARMS 65

It’s raining. Grey. Cold. The Sound is muffled as if Bobby

is in a container at the side of the pitch. The fans are

unimpressed on the sidelines. Cider-tramp shakes his head

and tosses his bottle. There are no substitutes. No Deano,

Footdust or Rolex. No WAGs. Scouser is on the pitch. Mongo

is appealing to Bobby. Bobby doesn’t move or even

acknowledge him. He’s frozen. Chaos is all around but

Bobby is still. In his own world.

Captain Chris does what he can to keep the team’s heads up

on the pitch.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

(to Scouser) What’s up with him?

SCOUSER

I don’t know mate but we’re

screwed for the cup next week at

this rate. I’m knackered and

we’ve no subs.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Razz, keep stretching them.

Razz signals with his thumb, ’What’s up with Bobby?’ Chris

signals that he has no idea.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Ulf. Stay switched on. Come on.

Karl is despondent with hands on hips. Passes are going

astray. Tackles are late. The opposition are buoyant. A

Miner’s though ball - Ulf and Chris claim offside but the

referee plays-on. The Miner’s striker is through. One-on-

one. Any easy tap in. The Miners celebrate as The Ship

stare to the sidelines with hands on heads and hips. Mud

all over and looks of frustration and disappointment.
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66 INT. THE SHIP - AFTERNOON 66

LANDLORD JIM

(scrunching face) 4-0. Oooh.

That’s not good prep for the cup

next week.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

It’s a nightmare. And we only had

eleven today.

LANDLORD JIM

Why’s that?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Wayne’s defected to The Nag’s

Head...

LANDLORD JIM

You’re falling apart.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

So Deano and Footdust haven’t

showed up either and we’ve no

idea what’s happened to Rolex.

Has he been in here?

LANDLORD JIM

Not seen him.

The door opens. Karl, Ozzy and Razz arrive soaking wet

like The So Sorry Crew.

KARL

The weather is getting reet nasty

out there.

LANDLORD JIM

Get inside lads.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Bobby left straight after the

game too. We don’t know where he

is. Have you seem him?

LANDLORD JIM

No.

67 EXT. THE VICARAGE DRIVEWAY - AFTERNOON 67

Bobby is turning the corner into his drive in the

torrential rain. He stops suddenly seeing Callie through

the windscreen wipers. She’s running out of his drive

soaking wet. She stops, surprised and Bobby sends the

window down.

(CONTINUED)
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BOBBY

Get in.

She opens the passenger side and climbs in.

...what are you doing here?

CALLIE

You should be with the team.

BOBBY

It’s over with the team. Why are

you here?

CALLIE

What? The team has brought you so

much joy. You promise me you wont

give up on those boys.

BOBBY

You tell me why you’re here.

CALLIE

I’ve posted a letter.

BOBBY

OK.

No response

...there’s more?

CALLIE

I should never have pushed you

about Eloise.

BOBBY

You’ve nothing to apologise for.

CALLIE

When Ms.Gosling died earlier this

week. I realised that I don’t

want to die alone.

This hits a nerve with Bobby.

...you know. The poor old lady

named me in her will. She had

nobody else. And when I think

about my life, I want more. I

want to walk through the hills

and I want to swim in the sea. I

want to taste all the amazing

food and I want to dance with the

man I love. I want to love with

an open heart. And be loved with

the same. I’m sorry about Eloise.

I’m sorry that you’re hurt. I’m

sorry that you carry that with

you. Come here.

(CONTINUED)
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She hugs him.

I know how it feels to not to be

with the person that you love.

Her eyes close as she feels Bobby against her. And there

is a moment. A pause. Bobby closes his eyes and lets

himself bathe in her scent. But she moves away.

But I wont let myself feel like

that forever. I’m going away.

BOBBY

Where are you going?

CALLIE

It’s in the letter. Goodbye,

Bobby.

She opens the door and steps out into the rain.

Now go and be with your team.

They need you.

She closes the door and walks off into the rain. Bobby

sits in the car.

68 INT. THE SHIP - NIGHT 68

The lads are all down in the dumps with empty pint pots.

SCOUSER

Ronny’s dead. Our striker’s

defected. We’re down to eleven

players. We’ve just lost 4-0 to

The Miners. And our manager,

who’s a fucking vicar, has gone

AWOL.

OZZY

It’s great that you’re able to

maintain such a positive spin on

things, Scouser.

SCOUSER

Shurrup kid. Without a miracle,

we’re gonna get crucified in

round two of this cup.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

I’m sorry lads. I feel

responsible for getting him

involved.

MILKY

It’s a shame. I liked him.

KARL

He’s not dead.

(CONTINUED)
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MILKY

We hope.

SCOUSER

Has he answered his phone yet,

Chris.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Nothing. Maybe he is dead?

Bobby enters through the door with renewed vigour.

LANDLORD JIM

Here he is.

SCOUSER

It’s the resurrection.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Eyyy, we were worried about you.

KARL

Where’ve you been?

BOBBY

Everybody. I’m sorry about this

afternoon. I’ve been having a

tough time and I shouldn’t have

behaved like I have.

ROBBO.

Aww, boss, shit happens.

HALLSY

You’ve missed a jolly afternoon.

BOBBY

Believe me, it’s not all been

roses for me either. Now if you

can find it in your hearts to

forgive me?

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Of course.

KARL

Give over.

The whole team make generally positive sounds.

RAZZ

You’ve some work to do with me,

boss (winks).

BOBBY

Right, well finish up drinking

here and go home and get some

(MORE)
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BOBBY (cont’d)
sleep. Look after yourselves. You

deserve it. I’ll see you all at

training on Thursday. We are The

Ship. And we have a cup to win.

Picks up an empty glass off the table and raises it to the

air.

...For Ronny?

ALL TEAM

For Ronny!

69 INT. CHURCH HALL - DAY 69

Margaret is hosting a committee meeting.

MARGARET

I’d like to welcome our very

special guest, Archdeacon Hadley.

BOBBY

Good morning, Archdeacon.

MR OTTO is in rigger boots and has a rubble sack

RALPH

Archdeacon.

MR OTTO

Archdeacon.

HELEN

Archdeacon.

HAROLD

A-a-a-a-archdeacon.

Archdeacon Hadley is Tony Hadley, formerly of Spandau

Ballet. He’s looks pristine, religious as hell and

official in his suit and collar. He has, THE REPORT.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

Thank you.

MARGARET

Archdeacon Hadley is here to

address the points we have

detailed in our report and so we

can make the necessary changes

and move our parish forward.

Harold and Helen look a little nervously for Bobby.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

Let’s start with Ralph shall we?
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MARGARET

Oh yes, Ralph (rubs hands

together). Excellent news for us

all, Ralph has been doing such an

excellent job with Sunday Service

that Archdeacon Hadley has

recommend that Ralph be promoted

to Vicar In Charge. This means

that Ralph will soon be our new

First here at Netherton (she

starts to clap with joy).

Silence. Awkward silence. Bobby looks crest-fallen.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

Margaret. Ralph will become a

First, but, over at St Martins.

Margaret is mortified.

RALPH

Yes I’m very excited about my new

role and I’m very honoured to

have had such a great experience

here. Thank you Vicar Robert. And

thank you everybody. I’m truly

blessed.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

A new curate will be assigned to

Netherton within the coming

months. Thank you to everyone for

making Ralph feel so valued.

Shall we address the issue of

attendance?

MARGARET

Well, we first started to notice

that the collections were down

soon after Vicar Roberts arrival,

Archdeacon.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

And this, you associated to

dwindling numbers?

MARGARET

Of course. It has b...

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

Very good. I understand that

Harold and Helen have something

to add here?

Margaret is again left clutching thin air.

(CONTINUED)
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HELEN

Oh yes, thank you Archdeacon.

Well, when this issue was first

brought to out attention, Vicar

Robert asked us to start counting

people in with the hymn books. We

used a little hand-held tally.

Harold clicks the hand-held tally counter. Click-click!

...Here are our figures for all

services since and as you can see

there has been a steady rise.

Margaret could not be more infuriated.

...In fact, Harold and I have

even dug out the records and we

are actually exceeding even Vicar

Armstrong’s figures.

Harold hands out figures on paper. Margaret is stumped.

BOBBY

Well wouldn’t you know. Well done

Ralph.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

Yes, well done, Ralph.

Margaret scrutinises the figures and panics.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

Well, this leaves the mystery of

the missing collection money.

MR OTTO

I think I can shed some light on

this. Does anyone recognise this?

(pulls bag from out of the rubble

sack). It was hidden away in the

store cupboard underneath some

old vestments.

Margaret is guilty as sin.

MR OTTO

(unzips bag) I can get all of the

outstanding groundwork done with

this. There’s thousands in here.

Mr Otto reveals a bag of money. Helen and Harold are

shocked. Bobby is disappointed.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

I think there is some explaining

to do here.

(CONTINUED)
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MARGARET

This is monstrous. (leaves the

room)

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

You are doing fine work here,

Vicar Robert. I shall be dealing

with Margaret myself.

BOBBY

Thank you, Archdeacon.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

Now you make sure that you bring

that Netherton and Boundaries Cup

home to The Ship. That was my

favourite ale-house while I was a

curate.

VICAR ROBERT

It’s become my Holy Grail.

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

Let’s not get carried away. These

people need you here too.

70 BLACK SCREEN 70

Psalm 37:24 "Though he may stumble, he will not fall, for

the Lord upholds him with his hand."

71 EXT. NETHERTON ASTRO PARK - EVENING 71

The boys are waiting for the team before to finish before

they head out onto the astro.

ROLEX.

I’m sorry about Sunday boys, I

had a late one with Jenny and I

missed my alarm.

ROBBO.

Just glad you’re back in the fold

mate.

HALLSY

Yeah no drama mate. We thought

we’d lost you.

Bobby arrived with Deano and Footdust. There’s cheers all

round at the site of these boys.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Where were you-two last week?
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DEANO

Wayne never showed up to pick us

up, the muppet.

BOBBY

I’ll be taking a detour before

every training and every match to

pick up these two until we bring

home that cup. Now let’s get to

work.

Now commences a musical montage sequence to motivational

music. Think Rocky / Mighty Ducks / Kickboxer. The montage

sequence will start here at the astro-turf park and will

see the rise of Karl. The lads doing exercises. Press

ups. Sit ups. Jogging on the spot. Drills. A new focus.

We’ll see Round 2 of the cup vs The Junction. Linda and

Beryl are there and we see that at the games from now on.

Karl scores a peach of a volley. Training revisited.

Round 3 vs The White Horse. A new kit is unveiled. The

League Secretary, Arthur Branston introduces himself to

Bobby. He is there to watch and from this point he is

there every game. Karl scores a header. Bobby reads a

letter from Callie. Training. The Qtrs vs The Butchers

Arms. Karl sets up Ozzy for a delightful chip. Arthur

Branston consults with Bobby and makes notes. Training.

More people come to church than ever before. Bobby writes

a letter to Callie. The Semis vs Miners, the team that

beat The Ship 4-0 during the dark period. Karl bags two.

High fives. Hugs. Celebrations. Landlord Jim. Pints.

Cheers.

And the final is set.

The Ship vs The Nag’s Head.

MONTAGE ENDS WITH AN EXPANSIVE SHOT OF NETHERTON

72 EXT. THE NAGS HEAD - NIGHT 72

Dark. Barbed wire. A man with a barking dog smokes

outside.

73 INT. BY THE FIRE IN THE NAGS HEAD - NIGHT 73

Dougie and Neil are drinking with League Secretary ARTHUR

BRANSTON. They sit either side of the fire in Winchester

Chairs. Dougie and Neil on one side - Arthur on the other.

The fire burns red between them. It’s very Devil’s

Advocate. Arthur Branston and Dougie are conspiring in

hushed voices. Neil not so hushed.

ARTHUR BRANSTON

So Dougie, if you win the final

tomorrow, we’ll be welcoming you

into the history books as the new

Netherton and Boundaries

Inter-League Manager.
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Dougie seems to swell with a consuming desire.

NEIL

Brilliant Dougie (pats him on the

shoulder).I knew you could do it,

Dougie.

ARTHUR BRANSTON

(intense) Just make sure you win.

I’ve a lot riding on this.

NEIL

They don’t even have a striker

anymore do they, Dougie? We

poached him.

ARTHUR BRANSTON

Don’t under estimate their number

10. Black lad. Karl Jenkins. He’s

scored a few goals in the rounds.

NEIL

Well, thanks to your spying...

Dougie extends his arm to hush Neil. Arthur looks nervous

that anyone may have overheard.

ARTHUR BRANSTON

Look. I’m putting my neck on the

line here. If word gets out that

I’ve been assisting you in any

way in the run up to this final,

we’re both finished. Keep your

boy on a leash.

DOUGIE

Neil, go and make yourself busy.

Neil leaves.

...I’m sorry. He can get excited.

Now what can you tell me about

the new-look Ship?

ARTHUR BRANSTON

Well,have you got a little

something for me?

Dougie slides him an envelope.

DOUGIE

It’s all there.

Arthur slides the envelope into a wallet. He then draws

out some documents which he places on the table and they

lean in to study together.

(CONTINUED)
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ARTHUR BRANSTON

Well. To start. Weaknesses. The

left full-back, Milky (shows

Mission Impossible style data

file) is a wimp.

DOUGIE

I know him.

74 EXT. VICARAGE - NIGHT 74

The lights are on downstairs.

75 INT. THE VICARAGE - NIGHT 75

Bobby is sat by the fire in his lounge with a herbal tea

reading a letter from Callie. He rubs his face.

Contemplative. His phone rings. It’s Milky.

BOBBY

Good evening, Milky. Are you all

set for tomorrow’s game?

76 INT. HALLS OF RESIDENCE - NIGHT 76

There are Management Study books on the shelf above the

desk. It’s pokey. Like a prison cell.

MILKY

It’s Milton. Hello Bobby. Thanks

for taking my call.

77 INT. THE VICARAGE - NIGHT 77

BOBBY

(concern) Oh I’m sorry, I should

know that by now. What can I do

for you at this un-Godly hour? Is

everything ok?

78 INT. HALLS OF RESIDENCE - NIGHT 78

MILKY

(nervous) There’s something I

have to tell you. Ronny knew

about it but I haven’t found the

opportunity to tell you about it

with everything that’s been going

on.

79 INT. THE VICARAGE - NIGHT 79

BOBBY

That’s ok. I’m listening. You can

tell me anything.
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80 INT. HALLS OF RESIDENCE - NIGHT 80

MILKY

I’m really worried about

tomorrow. You see I have this

condition. It’s an acute GAD. An

anxiety disorder.

BOBBY

OK?

MILKY

And it means I over-evaluate

everything.

BOBBY

I see.

MILKY

Really intensely...

81 INT. THE VICARAGE - NIGHT 81

Bobby sympathises. Eyes closed.

82 INT. HALLS OF RESIDENCE - NIGHT 82

Milky begins to shake.

MILKY

Every time I play. I think about

the things that I do and I worry

about whether it’s good enough.

All the time. I worry about

whether my pass is right. What

you think. What everyone thinks.I

know I’m not one of the best

players on the team. I’m scared

I’m going to ruin the final for

everyone. (holds his head and

whimpers)

83 INT. THE VICARAGE - NIGHT 83

BOBBY

It’s ok, Milk-ton (almost getting

it wrong again).I’m here for you.

You aren’t going to ruin anything

for anybody.

84 INT. HALLS OF RESIDENCE - NIGHT 84

Milky sobs.

MILKY

You can be honest with me. If you

want me to be a substitute

tomorrow. I’ll understand.
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85 INT. THE VICARAGE - NIGHT 85

BOBBY

We all get scared. It’s ok. It’s

the choices we make that define

us. How we face that fear.

86 INT. HALLS OF RESIDENCE - NIGHT 86

MILKY

What scares you, Bobby?

87 INT. THE VICARAGE - NIGHT 87

Bobby looks down at the letter. He sighs.

BOBBY

Milton. Let me tell you all about

my wife.

88 INT. HALLS OF RESIDENCE - NIGHT 88

Milton softens and smiles.

MILTON

OK. Thank you.

89 BLACK SCREEN 89

James 1:12, "Blessed is the one who perseveres under

trial, because having stood the test, that person will

receive the crown of life that the lord has promised to

those that love him.

90 EXT. NORTHFORD STADIUM OF DREAMS - DAY 90

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST (VO)

Well, it’s a beautiful day and a

carnival atmosphere here as the

Netherton and Boundaries League

host their cup final here at the

Northford Rovers Stadium Of

Dreams.

The stadium is alive. Scarves of electric green. Scarves

of black and white. Cider-Tramp. Mongo. Jenny, Nadine,

Nicole. Archdeacon Hadley. Harold. Helen.Ralph. Mr Otto.

The congregation. Everyone is there.

91 INT. TV STUDIO - DAY 91

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

The final will be played between

The Nag’s Head and The Ship.

The studio screen displays the team badges swooshing in.

All the good money is on The Nags

Head for this and there are

(MORE)
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CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST (cont’d)

rumours that Nag’s Head Manager,

Dougie Ferguson is being groomed

for the coveted position of

Inter-League Manager for next

year. Our man on the ground,

former Northford Rovers legend,

Denny Pilchards is with Dougie

right now, Denny...

92 INT. OUTSIDE NAG’S CHANGING ROOMS - DAY 92

Denny Pilchards has a headpiece and microphone. Dougie is

in his promo jacket. The pair look frosty with each other.

DENNY PILCHARDS

Thanks Gary. I’m here with Dougie

Ferguson of The Nag’s Head.

Dougie looks primed for his moment.

Now, Dougie. Earlier on this

season, you poached The Ship’s

striker, Wayne Pearson, who is

starting for you today after

scoring in every round up until

this final. How do you feel

morally about that?

Dougie is ruffled by the question.

DOUGIE

Well, it wasn’t quite like that.

I mean...

DENNY PILCHARDS

Considering that it was against

The Nag’s Head that beloved

former Manager of The Ship, Ronny

Jones had a heart attack and

died. I’d have thought that you

might have had a little more

respect?

DOUGIE

Well, I mean, the thing with

Ronny was that...(stumbling)

DENNY PILCHARDS

And you’ve told me before the

cameras starts rolling that you

wanted to absolutely crush The

Ship today, regardless.

DOUGIE

Look. (looks at camera) My boys

are here to win today (points)and

I don’t give two-hoots about

(MORE)
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DOUGIE (cont’d)
Wayne or Ronny or any of them

fuckin’ bible bashers.

DENNY PILCHARDS

There we are, Gary. Dougie

Ferguson. Man of ambition and

integrity. Back to the studio.

Dougie throws his microphone and storms off as the scene

closes.

93 INT. TV STUDIO - DAY 93

Our host is bemused.

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

I apologise for the language

there but this is live. It err,

appears that there may be some

previous there. Denny of course

refers to a sad and strange set

of circumstances that have

brought us to this game. (reading

notes) In this same fixture

earlier in the season, The Ship’s

long-serving Manager, Ronny

Jones...

Picture of Ronny on karaoke on studio screen.

...sadly collapsed and died. The

team have since been resurrected

under the guidance of a local

vicar? Denny Pilchard’s caught up

with Vicar Robert Smith as The

Ship arrived earlier. Denny.

94 EXT. STADIUM CAR PARK - DAY 94

Denny is stood with Bobby by Ronny’s old van, ’The Love

Shack’ with his microphone at the ready. Captain Chris is

getting out of the passenger side.

DENNY PILCHARDS

I’m here with a fabulous man,

Vicar Bobby Smith. Bobby, you

started this campaign with a

giant-killing against Ellerby

Dynamos. Can you do it again?

BOBBY

Thank you, Denny. It’s been a

roller-coaster ride for me and

everyone involved with The Ship

to get get this far. We’re ready

and we’ll do our very best. Lord

help us.

(CONTINUED)
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DENNY PILCHARDS

There have been some big changes

for you on a personal level and

it’s lovely to see, my fried.

Let’s hope you can take that to

the next level today.

BOBBY

Thank you, Denny. Come here.

The pair have a real-proper man-hug and as they do, Deano

and Footdust climb out of the back of The Love Shack in a

cloud of smoke. The hug continues. Far too long.

Even longer than that.

95 INT. TV STUDIO - DAY 95

Caught out a little as it passes back to the studio.

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

(awkward)Denny and Vicar Robert

getting a little closer than most

in a pre-match interview there.

Oh they’re back.

96 EXT. STADIUM CAR PARK - DAY 96

composing themselves

DENNY PILCHARDS

Sorry Gary. A great man. Bobby.

Back to the studio.

97 INT. THE SHIP - DAY 97

The football is on the TV and it’s The Ship. It’s

deserted.

BAR LADY

(shouts back towards other end of

bar) It’s gonna get mad busy in

here afterwards if they win this

one.

98 INT. THE SHIP CHANGING ROOM - DAY 98

Everyone is looking a little anxious. Kitted up. Tapping

their boots on the floor.

BOBBY

(to Milton) Thank you for last

night.

MILTON

Thank you, boss.

A whistle from the hallway outside

(CONTINUED)
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REFEREEE

Right lads. Let’s ’ave ya.

BOBBY

(to all) Remember what we said

lads, play with all of your heart

and whatever happens, we’ll win

out there. For Ronny!

ALL TEAM

For Ronny!

The lads stand up and beat the walls and jump to shouts of

’Come on The Ship’ and "Up The Ship’.

99 EXT. THE CENTRE SPOT - DAY 99

Captains shake hands with the ref.

THE NAG’S DUG-OUT

DOUGIE

(To Razor) Right. You know what

to do.

Milton is nervous

...go on, Razor. Hit him early.

Take him out.

Razor runs on to the pitch. Dougie turns and winks to

Arthur Branston who’s standing with other League Officials

in the stand.

At the centre spot, Captain Chris is with the Nag’s

Captain.

REFEREEE

I know you two teams have some

previous but let’s keep it clean.

Nag’s Head to kick off. Let’s go.

The referee blows the whistle. We now have a football

montage showing the ascension of The Nag’s Head in the

first half. The montage is accompanied by voice over

commentary.

COMMENTATOR

In the early part of this game

it’s The Nag’s Head on top...

Former Ship striker, Wayne

Pearson is looking full of energy

up front for The Nags

Head...Number 3, Milton Rosewood

is looking a little shaky in

these early stages for The Ship.

(CONTINUED)
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The ball is played to Milton. He mis-controls. It sets up

a fifty-fifty between him and Razor. We’ve been here

before.

COMMENTATOR

Bad touch by Rosewood. Razor

McDonald might get that.

We have a slo-motion moment where we cut between Razor

closing in on Milton and the crowd shying away from the

oncoming collision.

COMMENTATOR

Ooooh. That’s an awful challenge.

Milton Rosewood may not recover

from that.

Nag’s players subtly congratulate Razor as Dogie winks.

Scouser runs on with the magic bucket and sponge.

BOBBY

Razz, get warmed up.

RAZZ

Yes, boss.

COMMENTATOR

The Ship are warming up a

replacement. The game looks over

for young Milton. It’s his 55th

appearance for The Ship today.

He’s scored no goals in that time

but has scored 4 in his own net.

The ref books Razor.

SCOUSER

Are you alright, Milky?

MILTON

Bad noises.

SCOUSER

Here, magic sponge. Where did he

get ya?

MILTON

It’s Milton. My balls.

SCOUSER

You mean your fanny? Come on lad.

(applies sponge)

MILTON

Oooohhhhhhh

(CONTINUED)
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SCOUSER

Oh shit, is it ok?

MILTON

(smiles) It’s freezing.

SCOUSER

(smiles) He’s ok, Ref!

cheers all round

COMMENTATOR

He’s taken a tough knock but he’s

getting to his feet.

IN THE STANDS

JENNY

Go Milton!!!

The game re-starts. Milton is hobbling.

COMMENTATOR

There’s more Nag’s Head pressure

straight away. That’s a lovely

ball wide for Razor Mcdonalad.

Razor makes a run. He’s past the

hobbling Rosewood.

Milton falls.

There’s a chance here. Razor

McDonald crosses inside the box.

It over the big lad at the back

(Ulf). Wayne Pearson. Must be.

GOOOOOOOAAAALLLLLL. It’s great

finish.

BOBBY

Bastard.

MILTON

Holding his head.

The Ship crowd hold their heads. We see a replay...

DENNY PILCHARDS

As we can see,Razor makes a fool

out of poor little Milton

Rosewood there. He’d just been

clattered but really you have to

expect more from the full-back

for that one. Great finish by

Pearson, My question is, Gary,

should Razor McDonald even be on

the pitch?
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The whistle blows for half time.Dougie thrusts his fist in

the air. The Nag’s fans celebrate. The Ship fans are

gutted.Bobby puts his arms around Milton. Karl is limping

severely. Linda gets up from the crowd and makes her way

toward the tunnel.

100 INT. TV STUDIO - DAY 100

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

An action-packed first half where

the Nag’s Head have taken the

early initiative. Let’s have a

word with our man, Denny

Pilchards to see his reaction to

the action here at the Stadium of

Dreams.

101 EXT. STANDS - DAY 101

DENNY PILCHARDS

(looks upset) Thanks Gary.It’s

unfortunate what’s happened in

that first half. The wide man,

Razor McDonald who’s crossed the

ball in for the Nags Head goal

should have walked for that

challenge on young, Milton

Rosewood if you ask me.

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

And how do you see this game

going now as we move into the

second half?

DENNY PILCHARDS

Well, I think it’s all down to

Bobby now to see if he can get

some heart back into The Ship

after that setback. Otherwise I

fear the worst.

102 INT. THE SHIP CHANGING ROOM - DAY 102

Heads are down. Players are tired. Chris is talking

tactics with Ulf.

KARL

(holding his knee)I think I’m

done, lads. I’m sorry.

HALLSY

Oh man. Where we gonna get a goal

from now?

ROBBO.

(low) If Ronny could see this.

(CONTINUED)
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HALLSY

(subdued) We’ve got to find

another gear for Ronny somehow,

here, lads.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

We’ll have to make some

substitutions. Change things

round a bit.

In the shower area, Bobby is with Milton who is upset.

MILTON

Just bring me off, boss. I’m

going to ruin it for everyone.

BOBBY

Hey. He shouldn’t have been on

the pitch after that. You’ve had

one little slip but I’ve not lost

confidence in you.

MILTON

They have.

BOBBY

They haven’t. We’re a team. We

love you, Milton. Now get your

head together. Come on. Chin up.

Big half.

Bobby walks through to the changing room.

BOBBY

Karl. How’s that knee?

KARL

It’s gone.

BOBBY

OK, Razz. You’re on. Get warm.

Razz takes of his track-suit.

...right lads, listen up.

Linda walks in.

LINDA

Bloody hell. You lads have come

this far and you all look like

you’re ready to give up. Look at

you all. Ulf, where’s our big

bear gone? Hallsy, I haven’t seen

you make a pass yet. Sharpen up.

Robbo, they’re going straight

through you. Roll you sleeves up.

All of you.

(CONTINUED)
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All the lads look a bit startled.

...come on then.

All the lads roll their sleeves up.

...and sit up. Straight.

They sit up straight.

I’ve heard all this, ’Let’s do it

for Ronny’ and ’Let’s win this

for Ronny,. ’Ronny’ this and

’Ronny’ that. Now give over. He

wanted to win this cup, for sure.

But he didn’t. He bloody died

trying. That’s right. He’s dead.

Now wake up. Anyone would think

it was you lot that had bloody

well died.

All look around the changing room.

Now this man...Bobby. Bobby has

got involved here and you have

him to thank for being here

today. Not bloody Ronny.

Bobby smiles and the players smile to Bobby.

If it wasn’t for this man, it

wouldn’t just be bloody Wayne

Pearson that had left this team

believe you me. Now, if you boys

are gonna go out there and play

for anyone in the second half,

you go and play for Bobby. For

Bobby!

ALL TEAM

For Bobby!

103 EXT. STANDS - DAY 103

DENNY PILCHARDS

As the players from both teams

come out for the second half,

there appears to be a renewed

vigour in The Ship players, Gary.

I don’t know what that great man

at the bow of The Ship has said

at half time, but his crew look

focussed and ready for the storm.

We’ve one change. We saw Karl

Jenkins hobbling off at half-time

and he has been replaced by

cheeky, young buck, Razz Singh.

At least I know if he’s playing

he can’t text me live on air.
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104 INT. TV STUDIO - DAY 104

CHEESY FOOTBALL STUDIO HOST

Thanks Denny. Let’s get down to

the pitch where the referee, Mike

Deakin is ready to get this

second half underway.

105 EXT. STANDS - DAY 105

Linda is returning to her seat.

BERYL

Where’ve you been?

LINDA

Crap.

106 EXT. THE SHIP DUG OUT - DAY 106

Bobby is in a huddle with Deano, Footdust, Scouser and

Karl.

BOBBY

Let us pray. Dear lord and father

above. Give us the strength to

play today. Let us always...

107 EXT. NAGS HEAD DUG OUT 107

NEIL

Eeeyaaa, Dougie, are they fucking

praying?

DOUGIE

I think so, Neil.

NEIL

Puffs.

108 EXT. STANDS - DAY 108

ARCHDEACON HADLEY

So Margaret,I’ve received your

resignation, but you really

didn’t need to. I understand that

grief can come out in many ways.

MARGARET

Oh I think it’s time for some new

blood don’t you? Vicar Armstrong

has died and I must move on. We

all have to move on. I’m sorry

for the problems I’ve caused.

(CONTINUED)
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ARCHDEACON HADLEY

Don’t be silly.(arm around her)

109 EXT. THE SHIP DUG OUT - DAY 109

BOBBY

For with an open heart we will

love and be loved. Loving and

being loved, we will experience

the mysterious wonder that the

world has to offer. Through our

Lord Jesus Christ. Amen.

SCOUSER,DEANO, FOOTDUST,KARL

Amen!

DEANO

Innit.

BOBBY

Let us play!

110 EXT. THE CENTRE SPOT - DAY 110

COMMENTATOR

The referee has blown the whistle

and we are underway. It’s The

Ship to kick off and they look

geed up for this one.

111 EXT.THE STANDS - DAY 111

BERYL

Bloody hell. Someone’s put a

rocket up their arse!

Linda knows nothing.

112 EXT. THE PITCH - DAY 112

COMMENTATOR

It’s young Milton on the ball.

Forward to Rolex. Rolex shimmies

inside. Look at his boots. Square

to Hallsy. Hallsy dinks it. Razz

has found space. Oh! AUDACIOUS.

Razz Singh. The super-sub strikes

a wonder-goal.

113 INT. THE SHIP - DAY 113

Bar lady celebrates on her own in the deserted pub.
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114 EXT. STADIUM OF DREAMS 114

In The Ship dug out the subs go crazy but Bobby stays

Mourinho-focussed.

NAGS DUG OUT

DOUGIE

Razor! (eyes him to get Milton)

REPLAY

DENNY PILCHARDS

Will you take a look at this.

Young Milton Rosewood there has

come back from the demons of his

nightmare first half to start

this move. I think Rolex’s boots

had the better of Razor McDonald.

Hallsy does what he does best

with that chipped through ball.

And where did this finish come

from? There’ll be dancing in the

streets of Netherton tonight I

can tell you if this is the start

of a Ship comeback.

115 EXT. STANDS - DAY 115

Mongo is leading a conga of rubber chicken-sex dancing.

LINDA

I can’t bloody watch.

BERYL

(smelling the air) Have you done

another crap?

116 EXT. THE PITCH - DAY 116

COMMENTATOR

It’s late in the second half now.

The Nag’s Head have been much the

better team in the last ten or

fifteen minutes. Braithwaite. To

McDonald. To Jenkins. Wide to

Roberts. Pearson is waiting. He

makes a run. Roberts through to

Pearson.

One-on-one.

Must be.

He slots it past Barry Graham in

goal.

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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COMMENTATOR (cont’d)
Ooh just wide.

DENNY PILCHARDS

That would have been a travesty,

Gary, if Pearson had of scored

another to essentially end this

game. This looks set for extra

time.

COMMENTATOR

Maybe there’s a chance for one

more roll of the dice. Ship’s

Keeper Barry Graham pumps it long

up the pitch. Ozzy is firing down

the right wing. Ozzy dances.

Through the legs of Jenkins. The

clock is ticking down. Can he get

a cross in? No. It’s defended by

O’Connor. Will we hear the final

whistle to signal extra time?

DOUGIE

Time referee!

BOBBY

Come on. Come on. Come on.

The ref blows his whistle.

COMMENTATOR

The referee blows the whistle to

send it to extra time.

All heads drop in The Ship dug out.

COMMENTATOR

Oh sorry. He’s blown for a

corner. There’ll be one last roll

of the dice after all for The

Ship.

DOUGIE

Referee. Bollocks. Referee.

SCOUSER

Get the fuck in. come on.

BOBBY

Milton. Push up.(signals to

Milton to move up from the

half-way line)

Milton Gestures to confirm he means him.

(CONTINUED)
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BOBBY

Yes. You. Al, sit in for Milton.

Al drops back.

DOUGIE

Razor, get hold of that wimp.

Razor Nods and focusses on Milton.

RAZOR

Come on, little Milky. (evil

grin)

COMMENTATOR

It will be Osama El-Haji (Ozzy)

to take this corner. All the big

guns are in the box for The Ship.

Ulf Svorsten. The Captain, Chris

Fraser. Robertson and Hallsworth

are making a nuisance of

themselves too. Up trots number

three Milton Rosewood. He’s

picked up by McDonald. This

looks like it will be the last

action of the half before we go

into extra time. Is there

something here for The Ship?

IN THE BOX:

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Ulf. Front post. Robbo, Hallsy,

you hit the middle. I’ll hit the

back-stick.

AT THE CORNER FLAG

OZZY

Who wants it boys?

COMMENTATOR

He’s knocked it deep. It’s over

Svorsten.

Everything is slo-mo in the box. Robbo and Hallsy are

tumbled to the floor. At the far post, Captain Chris is

being held. He can’t reach it.

The ball is dipping between Razor and Milton. Milton is

going to get clattered. He sticks his head towards the

ball. Razor is like Clubber Lang from Rocky 3 with the

sound of a war-plane coming towards Milton’s head. Milton

connects with the ball. Razor smashed into him. CRASH!

The ball bounces down towards the goal. And it’s in!

(CONTINUED)
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The crowd goes bonkers. The referee blows the final

whistle. Barry punches the air like Casillas.

Razor is in a heap on the floor holding his head.

MILTON

(to Razor) It’s Milton.

The Ship dug out runs wild onto the pitch. Mongo bites his

rubber chicken. The Nag’s dug out physically collapses to

the floor. Margaret screams for joy and grabs Archdeacon

Hadley.Beryl hugs Linda as she cries.Milton gets mobbed.

CAPTAIN CHRIS

Get the fuck in, Milton, you

little beauty!

Bobby slides on his knees in his suit and thanks the lord

with a sign of the cross.Denny goes berserk with his notes

and his mic. Arthur Branston shakes his head and moves to

leave.

Lunar, Jenny, Nadine and Nicole flap like the Spice Girls.

NEIL

(to Dougie) Hey, maybe there was

something in that praying, like?

DOUGIE

Shut up. (walks off)

Cider-Tramp fizzes his White Lightning like it’s

champagne. And the celebration continue.

117 INT. THE SHIP - NIGHT 117

It’s rammed to the rafters. Everyone is in party mood. DJ

Mickey Bubbles is there and Razz is singing, ’Don’t Stop

Believing’ by Journey.

JIM LANDLORD

(pulling pint) Drinks on the

house, lads.

BOBBY

Make mine a double.

JIM LANDLORD

You can have whatever you want

tonight, Bobby.

Landlord Jim pours Bobby a big whisky which he downs and

the world is good.

LINDA

Do you want to do karaoke with me

tonight, Bobby?

(CONTINUED)
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BOBBY

I’m already down.

DJ Mickey Bubbles beckons bobby to karaoke signalling,

’you’re next up’

DJ MICKEY BUBBLES

Give a cheer everybody. That was

the amazing Razz.

Cheers all over the place.

..next up we have Vicar Bobby

and...

Callie walks in though the door in a black catsuit. Hair

all volumised. Cigarette. Smoking hot. The pub is stunned.

Silence.

BOBBY

Callie.

CALLIE

Tell me about it, stud!

She walks up to karaoke, cocky. DJ Mickey Bubbles passes

here a mic. There’s a stand off as the music starts. Drums

and piano. Bass: Doop di doo di doop di doo. It’s Danny

and Sandy!

BOBBY

I got chilllllllsssssss, they’re

multiplying. (strips off jacket)

And I’m loooooossssing

controoo-oo-ool. Because the

pooooweeerr you’re supplying’. Is

electrifying. (falls to knees).

CALLIE

(heels him up) You better shape

uuu---uuuup. Coz I need a maaaan.

(they start to dance) And my

heart is set on yoooouuuuu!

FADE TO BLACK

118 BLACK SCREEN 118

Psalm 16:11

"You make known to me the path of life; in your presence

there is fullness of joy; at your right hand are pleasures

forevermore."
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119 EXT. CHURCH CAR PARK - DAY 119

On the church car park entrance, a sign reads, ’The key to

the Lord is always in your pocket.’

THREE KIDS are playing football against a wall in the now

busy church car park. They are having an absolute boss

time. It’s a scene of pure childhood play and joy in

colourful new strips. A red Porshe pulls up swiftly to

park. A rear window sticker reads, ’POWERED BY JESUS’.

A hand looks at a mobile phone. 6 new messages. His hand

moves to the passenger seat to a beautiful thigh in a

summer dress.

Sweet brogues step out of the car.

Bobby looks as hot as chips in some sexy new threads.He’s

ditched the bins.

THREE KIDS stare open mouthed at Bobby and Callie.

BOBBY

Over here, son.

BLONDE KID

Sure, Mr. (throws ball)

Bobby takes it on his chest, does a few tricks and volleys

the ball back with some real skill.

FRECKLY KID

Woah.

FAT UGLY KID

(staring at Callie) Hubba hubba

120 BLACK SCREEN 120

Le Fin

121 CREDITS 121

Through the credits we see a newspaper with the headline,

’Church Numbers Soar After Soccer Success’. The church is

packed to the rafters. Some of The Ship fans and

associated entourage become church goers. Denny’s there.

Even Dirty Dougie shows up. Super.


